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FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
AND 

FINDING OF NO PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE 

RENOVATION AND SMALL ADDITION FOR AGE FACILITY 

MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA 

Agency: United States Air Force (USAF), Headquarters, Air Mobility Command 

Background: Pursuant to the President's Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations, 
Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts 1500-1508, as they implement the 
requirements of the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, 42 U.S.C. § 4321, et seq., 
and the Air Force Environmental Impact Analysis Process, as promulgated in 32 CFR Part 989, 
the U.S. Air Force conducted an assessment of the potential environmental consequences 
associated with implementation of the following Proposed Action: Renovation of Building 552, 
Air Ground Equipment (AGE) maintenance facility within the 1 00-year floodplain on MacDill 
Air Force Base. Originally constructed in 1942, Building 552 remains a functional facility but it 
is in substandard condition and due for modernization. The proposed project would extensively 
renovate the interior and exterior of the existing AGE facility. This Finding of No Practicable 
Alternative (FONP A) evaluates the alternatives considered and explains why the project was 
designed and sited as proposed. 

PROPOSED ACTION: Completely renovate the interior and exterior of the existing AGE 
facility (Building 552). Renovation activities include installation of a new roof, windows and 
doors to meet base architectural standards; reconfiguration of the interior layout of the facility; 
and construction of a new entryway. The project also includes construction of a high bay 
maintenance addition and reconfiguration of the parking lot to meet force protection standards. 

Alternatives: One alternative to the Proposed Action was demolition of the existing facility and 
construction of a replacement facility in the same location. The No Action alternative was also 
analyzed. The environmental consequences associated with implementation of the Proposed 
Action are summarized in the following sections. 

Air Quality: Fugitive dust and construction vehicle exhaust will be generated during renovation 
activities for the AGE facility. However, these emissions will not constitute a major source of air 
pollutants based on quantitative analyses of particulate matter and vehicle emissions generated by 
projects of similar size and scope. Measures to insure clean indoor air quality have been 
incorporated into the facility design. 

Noise: Noise levels will increase temporarily during construction; however occupants of nearby 
administrative facilities would not be affected. 

Wastes, Hazardous Materials and Stored Fuels: A temporary increase in the generation of 
solid waste would occur during renovation activities at the AGE facility. The Proposed Action 
also includes construction of a flood-proof storage area within the facility for the storage of 
hazardous materials and hazardous waste to improve protection of the floodplain. In addition, 
the AGE facility is located above a groundwater plume containing chlorinated solvents 
designated as Solid Waste Management Unit 61. There is the remote possibility that excavation 
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activities could encounter contaminated media. If contaminated media is encountered during 
demolition activities, work will be stopped and the contaminated material will be removed or 
managed in accordance with hazardous waste clean-up guidelines. Due to the age of the AGE 
facility lead-based paint and asbestos containing building materials are likely to be present. Prior 
to initiating renovation activities an environmental consulting company will survey the facility of 
asbestos and lead-based paint. If asbestos or lead-base paint are identified, the environmental 
consulting company will abate the hazardous material and monitor the environment during 
abatement. Implementation of these practices will ensure that the Proposed Action does not 
result in significant impacts from hazardous materials or wastes. There would be no impacts to 
stored fuels with implementation of the Proposed Action. 

Water Resources: There would be no significant impacts to surface or ground water quality 
during renovation activities on the AGE facility. 

Floodplains: Renovation of the AGE facility including construction of the small addition and 
reconfiguration of the parking lot will take place within the 100-year coastal floodplain on the 
eastern portion of the base. Currently, 80% of MacDill AFB is located within the coastal 
floodplain. The AGE facility must be located adjacent to the flight aprons to meet mission needs 
and the flight aprons are located in the floodplain. 

It is not logistically or financially feasible to elevate the facility above the 1 00-year flood 
elevation as part of the renovation project; however, the Proposed Action will not increase the 
risk to human health, safety, and welfare as a result of flooding. Similarly, the Proposed Action 
will not increase the risk of loss to government assets as a result of flooding. The Proposed 
Action would not alter floodplain functions but would offer improved protection of the 
floodplain through construction of a floodproofhazardous materials/waste storage area. 

Biological Resources: Adverse impacts on wetlands (including wetland communities of Tampa 
Bay), wildlife, aquatic life, or protected species would not occur during renovation activities. No 
State- or Federally-listed (or candidate species or species habitat) were identified or are 
anticipated due to lack of suitable habitat around the AGE facility. United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service concurred that Threatened and Endangered species or species habitat will not be 
impacted with implementation of the Proposed Action. Jurisdictional wetlands are not located 
on or in the vicinity of the AGE facility nor will they be filled, altered or impacted under the 
Proposed Action. 

Socioeconomic Resources: Renovation of the AGE facility will cost approximately $3.5 million 
and will have a minor short-term economic benefit for the Tampa community. 

Cultural Resources: The AGE facility is considered historic due to its age and association with 
the early development of MacDill. The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has 
determined that extensive renovation of the AGE facility would have an adverse effect on the 
historic building; however they agree that the Level III Historic American Building Survey 
documentation for Building 552 serves as adequate mitigation for the adverse effect. A 
Memorandum of Agreement between MacDill AFB and the SHPO has been signed by both 
parties to document this agreement. 
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Land Use: The Proposed Action will result in no change to the existing land use. 

Transportation Systems: Renovation of the AGE facility will have a short term, minor adverse 
impact on transportation at MacDill AFB, but the impact will be temporary and considered 
insignificant. 

Airspace/ Airfield Operations: Renovation of the AGE facility will not impact airspace/airfield 
operations. 

Safety and Occupational Health: Renovation of the AGE facility would not pose safety 
hazards beyond those typically experienced with a construction project. Asbestos containing 
building material and lead-based paint are suspected to exist; however as stated above, a 
comprehensive asbestos and lead-based paint survey will be completed and, if identified, the 
hazardous material will be abated prior to initiating any type of destructive work in the AGE 
facility. This process will greatly reduce the potential for health and safety impacts to 
construction workers. The AGE facility is located on top of and adjacent to Environmental 
Restoration Program sites creating the potential to encounter contaminated soil during renovation 
activities. If contaminated media is encountered, standard measures are in place to manage the 
material and protect worker health and safety. 

Environmental Management (including Geology and Soils): The renovated AGE facility will 
continue to participate in Base recycling programs to reduce solid waste disposal volumes. The 
Proposed Action will not impact the potable water or sanitary sewer system on base since the 
number of personnel working in the facility will not change. During construction activities, soil 
erosion in disturbed areas would be controlled by implementation of a sediment and erosion 
control plan as well as best management practices. 

Environmental Justice: No disproportionately high or adverse effects on minority or low
income populations would occur as a result of the Proposed Action. 

Indirect and Cumulative Impacts: There are no site-specific direct, indirect, or cumulative 
impacts associated with the Proposed Action. The proposed construction and renovation 
activities were considered in conjunction with other ongoing or planned construction projects, 
and found that together they do not constitute a significant cumulative impact. 

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts: There are no unavoidable adverse impacts associated with 
renovation of the AGE facility, construction of a small addition, or reconfiguration of the parking 
lot. 

Relationship Between Short-term Uses and Enhancement of Long-term Productivity: 
Implementation of the Proposed Action would have a positive effect on long-term productivity 
by revitalizing an aging facility better serve the mission at MacDill AFB. 

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources: The Proposed Action will 
irreversibly commit fuels, manpower and money to create a modem, functional facility for the 
installation. 
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Florida Coastal Zone Management: In accordance with the Federal Coastal Zone Management 
Act (CZMA) and the Florida CZMA, this Federal action must be consistent "to the maximum 
extent practicable" with the Florida Coastal Management Program (CMP). The Air Force has 
prepared a Consistency Statement and finds that the conceptual proposed action is consistent 
with Florida's CMP. The State of Florida has agreed that the Proposed Action is consistent with 
the Florida CMP. 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT: Based upon my review of the facts and analyses 
contained in the attached Environmental Assessment, which is hereby incorporated by reference, 
I conclude that implementation of the Proposed Action will not have a significant environmental 
impact, either by itself or cumulatively with other projects at MacDill AFB. Accordingly, the 
requirements of NEP A, the regulations promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality 
and the Air Force are fulfilled and an Environmental Impact Statement is not required. The 
Tampa Tribune published a Notice of Availability on March 14, 2005. No comments were 
received during the public comment period ending April13, 2005. The signing ofthis combined 
finding of no significant impact and finding of no practicable alternative (FONSIJFONP A) 
completes the environmental impact analysis process under Air Force regulations. 

FINDING OF NO PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE: Pursuant to Executive Order 11988, 
the authority delegated in Secretary of the Air Force Order (SAFO) 791.1, and taking the above 
information into account, I find that there is no practicable alternative to completing the proposed 
renovation and minor construction activities within the floodplain. The AGE facility must be 
located along the existing flight aprons to meet mission needs and the flight aprons are entirely 
located within the coastal floodplain. Consequently there is no practicable alternative to 
completing the Proposed Action as described within a floodplain. The Proposed Action, as 
designed, includes all practicable measures to minimize harm to the coastal floodplain. The Air 
Force has sent all required notices to Federal agencies, single points of contact, the State of 
Florida, local government representatives, and the local news media. 

DELEULBERG 
Brigadier General, USAF 
Director, Installations & Mission Support 

Attachment: Environmental Assessment 
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1.0 PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR PROPOSED ACTION 

This Environmental Assessment (EA) identifies, describes, and evaluates potential environmental 

impacts associated with the extensive interior and exterior renovation of the existing Aerospace 

Ground Equipment (AGE) Facility, including construction of a small high bay maintenance area 

addition and new entry way to the AGE facility at MacDill Air Force Base (AFB).  The EA also 

considers alternatives to the Proposed Action, including the Demolish Existing AGE Facility 

(Bldg. 552)/Construct Replacement Alternative, Use of Other Existing Facilities Alternative, and 

the No Action Alternative. 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to renovate the substandard AGE Facility (Building 552) 

to provide a modern work environment, improving the maintenance specialists’ efficiency and 

ability to service and repair Aerospace Ground Equipment at the base.  The new facility would 

help to encourage pride of ownership in their workplace.  The services this new facility would 

provide would be limited to servicing of AGE equipment.  In addition, the Proposed Action 

would remove an old wash rack and its associated equipment which are obsolete and no longer 

needed.  

1.2 NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 

Maintenance of AGE is conducted in Building 552.  This building was originally constructed in 

1942 and added onto in 1967 with an addition that doubled the size of the original building.  The 

ceilings and door heights are too low to allow entry of some AGE.  Roof truss support members 

are termite damaged and their placement interferes with movement of equipment.  Mechanical 

exhaust equipment has failed and requires replacement.  Administrative offices were constructed 

through self-help efforts and are not centrally located, nor acoustically separate from the shop 

areas.  Interior and exterior finishes are outdated and do not meet the base's architectural 

standards.  The restroom facilities are inconveniently located in a connecting building.  The chain 

hoist is not rated for some of the heavier pieces of AGE.  Windows do not meet current Force 

Protection standards nor are they energy efficient.  There is no defined main entrance to the 
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building and visitors can easily enter directly into a service/maintenance area.  Lighting fixtures 

are outdated and inefficient.  Overhead doors are hard to maintain and difficult to operate.  

Access to the parking area is off a poorly designed intersection which has resulted in several 

vehicular accidents. The need for this EA was determined while completing AF Form 813, 

Request for Environmental Impact Analysis, a copy of which is included in Appendix A. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

Establishment of a new facility would benefit Aerospace Ground Equipment personnel who must 

currently perform service and repair activities in a substandard facility which is in degraded 

condition.  Completion of Proposed Action would provide a modern and efficient work 

environment and meet the aforementioned needs.   

In addition to providing a state-of-the-art facility, MacDill wishes to upgrade its facilities to meet 

current code, policy, and force protection guidelines.  The existing AGE Facility does not meet 

these objectives.  The existing AGE Building (Building 552) has shortcomings related to fire and 

electrical codes, lacks a defined entry point, and does not meet certain anti-terrorism requirements 

of the Unified Facilities Criteria, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings, 31 Jul 

2002. 

Renovating and repairing the existing AGE Facility on MacDill AFB allows for a more efficient 

and safe work environment. Currently, access to the parking area is off a poorly designed 

intersection which has resulted in several vehicular accidents.  The addition, renovation and 

repair of the existing AGE Facility would be in line with the base’s 2010 Plan (Master 

Development Plan). 

1.4 SCOPE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

This EA examines the potential for impacts to the environment resulting from the military 

construction (MILCON) of a modern Aerospace Ground Equipment maintenance facility at 

MacDill AFB, Florida (Figures 1-1, 4-1 & 4-2).  This environmental analysis has been conducted 

in accordance with the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations, Title 40 

of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) §§1500-1508, as they implement the requirements of 
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the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §4321, et seq., and 32 CFR 

Part 989, Environmental Impact Analysis Process. 

The Federal Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) required Federal agencies carrying out 

activities subject to the Act to provide a “consistency determination” to the relevant state agency.  

The Air Force’s Consistency Determination is contained in the Consistency Statement in 

Appendix B.  This EA, including the Air Force’s Consistency Statement, was submitted to the 

Florida State Clearinghouse for a multi-agency review.  This EA was also made available for 

public review.  The Florida Department of Community Affairs, with input from state and county 

agencies, determined that the proposed project is consistent with the Florida Coastal Management 

Program (Appendix C).  Any public comments received for this project are also included in 

Appendix C. 

1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS 

It is anticipated that completion of this project would require application for a storm water 

management permit from the Southwest Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD) for 

reconfiguration of the parking lot and construction of the stormwater retention pond.  The base 

water program manager evaluated the project and determined that the size and scope of the 

project did not warrant application of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 

(NPDES) Phase II storm water construction permit. 

In addition, a National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) notification, 

along with a NESHAP asbestos-containing material survey report and fee for 

renovation/demolition would be provided to the Environmental Protection Commission of 

Hillsborough County if asbestos containing building material is detected in the survey. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

This section provides a description of the Proposed Action and alternatives to the Proposed 

Action.  The Proposed Action involves extensive interior and exterior renovation of the AGE 

facility including construction of a small high bay maintenance area addition and new entryway. 

The project would provide an adequately sized, organized and equipped facility improving the 

maintenance specialists' efficiency and ability to service and repair AGE while encouraging pride 

of ownership in their workplace.  The Proposed Action also includes demolition of the antiquated 

wash rack and its associated equipment.  The wash rack and associated equipment would be 

removed and disposed and the area would be repaved with asphalt.  Three alternatives to the 

Proposed Action were considered as part of this EA, including the Demolish Existing AGE 

Facility (Bldg. 552)/Construct Replacement Alternative, the Use of Other Existing Facilities 

Alternative, and the No Action Alternative.  The Use of Other Existing Facilities Alternative was 

eliminated from further study due to the fact there are no vacant on-base facilities of 

suitable size or configuration available on MacDill AFB, particularly along the flight 

apron where the AGE must be located to provide operations support. 

2.1 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

2.1.1 Background 

Land on the southern tip of the Interbay Peninsula was selected for an army airbase in 1939, and 

MacDill AFB became an airbase in 1941.  The AGE Facility (Aerospace Ground Equipment -

Building 552) was originally constructed in 1942.  Since that time, the building has been 

modified, and additions to the building were completed in 1967 doubling the size of the original 

building.  The area surrounding the AGE Facility has seen a growth in projects aimed at 

improving the infrastructure of the base.  The AGE Facility currently lies along the southeast 

corner of the north flight line apron near the northern center of the base, classified as an industrial 

land use area..  The existing facility is currently undersized, substandard, and poorly suited to 

meet the needs of the AGE maintenance function or AGE personnel.  As the services and 

functions of AGE have expanded over the years, there has been an increased need for space, and 

a modern facility.   
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2.1.2 Proposed Action 

The Proposed Action would include completely renovating the interior and exterior of the 

existing facility and constructing a small addition.  Proposed repairs and addition would consist 

of the following.  The existing flat (built-up) roof would be completely removed and replaced 

with a pitched, standing seam metal roof that meets base architectural standards.  The painted 

concrete masonry unit block walls of the facility would be cleaned and an exterior stucco coating 

would be applied to the wall to meet base architectural standards.  All of the exiting windows in 

the facility would be removed and replaced with modern, energy efficient windows.  All of the 

exterior doors would be removed and replaced.   

The interior of the facility, which consists primarily of an open warehouse-style floor plan with a 

line of offices and store rooms along one wall, would be completely gutted (see Figures 3-1, 3-2, 

3-3, 4-1 & 4-2).  The interior of the facility would be reconfigured so that all of the 

office/administrative/storage space is consolidated and relocated to the west end of the building.  

A new entry way extending out from the building would be constructed at the western end of the 

building to create a defined entry point for the facility.  The eastern three-quarters of the building 

would remain open warehouse-type space.  The entire facility would be landscaped to meet base 

architectural standards. 

Portions of the existing parking lot, which do not meet current force protection standards due to 

the proximity to the building, would be removed and the remaining portion of the parking lot 

would be expanded to compensate for the area of parking lot that was removed.  Once 

reconfigured, the entire parking area would be repaved to create a uniform appearance.  The new 

parking area would include a new curb and gutter to insure the proper management of storm 

water.   

In addition to the proposed renovation activities, the project would construct a high bay 

maintenance area at the northwest end of the building (Figure 3-3).  Construction of the AGE 

high bay maintenance area would be completed adjacent to Building 552 next to the north flight 

apron.  The high bay maintenance area would be constructed of concrete masonry unit block with 

a standing seam metal roof to match the rest of the building.  Included in the project is the 

demolition of an obsolete wash rack and its associated equipment.  The wash rack and associated 
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equipment would be removed and disposed and the area would be repaved with asphalt.  

Implementation of the Proposed Action would not result in an increase in the number of AGE 

personnel on-base 

2.2  DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS 

Alternative actions considered for further evaluation focused upon demolishing the existing AGE 

Facility and constructing a replacement facility.  The use of other existing facilities on MacDill 

AFB was eliminated from further study due to the fact that there are no vacant on base facilities 

that are able to meet operational support requirements of the AGE organization and it’s 

personnel.  The alternatives retained for further evaluation are identified as the Demolish Existing 

AGE Facility (Building 552)/Construct Replacement Alternative and the No Action Alternative. 

2.2.1  Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

Construct a new AGE Support Facility to replace Building 552.  Project construction would 

consist of the following:  Demolition of the existing AGE building (Building 552), then 

construction of concrete foundation, elevated in accordance with FEMA to 11.5 feet above mean 

sea level with concrete masonry unit walls, a standing seam metal roof system, stucco exterior, 

fire detection/suppression systems, HVAC, emergency power, associated site utilities, parking, 

perimeter security, grading and landscaping.  The new AGE Facility would be constructed in the 

same location as the existing AGE Facility.  Temporary trailers would be installed and used by 

AGE personnel until their new facility is constructed.  This alternative was not selected due to 

cost considerations.  Construction of a new facility, including demolition of the existing building, 

was estimated to cost $5.7M (Appendix F).  The 1391 for construction of a new AGE Support 

Facility is attached.  Renovation of Building 552, estimated to cost $3.0M (Appendix F), would 

still meet all the operational needs of the AGE organization and provide them with a modern 

updated facility.  Consequently, the replacement alternative was not selected.   

2.2.2  Alternatives Eliminated from Further Study 

There are no vacant on-base facilities of suitable size or configuration available on MacDill AFB, 

particularly along the flight apron where the AGE must be located to provide operations support.  

The primary duties of the AGE operation include scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, 
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delivering equipment to the flight line and back shops, and procuring replacement parts.  A 

location in close proximity to the flight apron is critical to insure efficient operation for the AGE 

organization.  Leasing an off-base facility is not a viable alternative given the function of the 

AGE organization which is to provide flight line support.  The AGE organization must be located 

near the flight apron and there are no off-base locations near the flight apron 

2.3  DESCRIPTION OF THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

Under the No Action Alternative, no repairs or construction to the AGE Maintenance Facility 

(Bldg 552) would take place and the existing facility would continue to be used.  If this 

alternative was implemented, some building code and policy modifications would still be 

required for Building 552.  These modifications include accessibility improvements to meet 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements, electrical and mechanical exhaust 

upgrades, improvements to the back-up generation system to meet emergency planning 

requirements.  Installation of new windows and set-back changes within the parking lot would 

also be required to meet current antiterrorism requirements. 

2.4  COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 
AND ALTERNATIVES 

Table 2.1 (back of text) is a summary of the potential environmental impacts of the Proposed 

Action, the Demolish Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative, the Use of 

Existing Facilities Alternative, and the No Action Alternative. 

 

 

3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

This section describes the characteristics of the existing natural and man-made environment that 

could be affected by the Proposed Action (Renovate the Interior and Exterior of the Existing 

AGE Facility and Construct Small Addition), the Demolish Existing AGE Facility/Construct 

Replacement Alternative, and the No Action Alternative.  This section establishes the basis for 

assessing impacts of the alternatives on the affected environment provided in Section 4.0. 
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3.1 AIR QUALITY 

The Clean Air Act (CAA), as amended in 1977 and 1990, provides the basis for regulating air 

pollution to the atmosphere.  The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) set 

air quality standards for six “criteria” pollutants:  carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), 

ozone (O3), sulfur oxides (SOx), measured as sulfur dioxide (SO2), lead (Pb), and particulate 

matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 10 micrometers (PM10).  These 

standards are the cornerstone of the CAA.  Although not directly enforceable, they are the 

benchmark for the establishment of emission limitations by the states for the pollutants USEPA 

determines may endanger public health or welfare. 

The Environmental Protection Commission of Hillsborough County (EPC) is responsible for 

issuing and enforcing the CAA Title V Air Operation Permit (Permit No. 0570141-001-AV 

issued 21 Oct 99) for MacDill AFB.  The 1998 air emission inventory at MacDill AFB found the 

installation is a major source of nitrogen oxides with potential emissions of 184 tons per year. 

The USEPA tracks compliance with the air quality standards through designation of a particular 

region as “attainment” or “non-attainment.”  MacDill AFB is located in Hillsborough County 

within the West Central Florida Intrastate Air Quality Control Region (AQCR).  Hillsborough 

County currently meets the EPA air quality standards for all criteria pollutants (60 FR 62748, 

December 7, 1995).  The county was formerly non-attainment for ozone, but is currently in 

attainment of the 8-hour and 24-hour standards. 

3.2 NOISE 

The meaning of noise for this analysis is undesirable sound that interferes with speech 

communication and hearing, or is otherwise annoying (unwanted sound).  In June 1980, the 

Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Noise published guidelines (FICUN 1980) relating day-

night average sound level (DNL) values to compatible land uses.  Most Federal agencies have 

identified 65 decibels (dB) DNL as a criterion that protects those most affected by noise and that 

can often be achieved on a practical basis.  The Air Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) 

Study (1998) plotted the DNL from 65 to 80 dB for a typical busy day at the base.  The DNL 

contours reflect the aircraft operations at MacDill AFB.  The DNL 65 dB contour covers the main 
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runway, and extends about one mile southwest over Tampa Bay, and about 1 ½ miles northeast 

over Hillsborough Bay.  A second, smaller DNL 65 dB contour is centered near the southeastern 

end of the inactive runway (taxiway). 

The small 65 dB contour on the northeastern end of the north apron is approximately 50 feet 

south of the existing AGE facility and the proposed addition.  The AGE Facility is located more 

than 3000 feet south of (outside) the current 65 dB contour that extends east of the base over 

Hillsborough Bay. 

3.3 WASTES, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, AND STORED FUEL 

Hazardous wastes generated at MacDill AFB include solvents, fuels, lubricants, stripping 

materials, used oils, waste paint-related materials, and other miscellaneous wastes.  The 

responsibility for managing hazardous waste lies with the generating organization and 6th 

CES/CEV.  Wastes come from approximately 50 locations throughout the base and are managed 

at satellite accumulation points base-wide. 

Approximately 105 operations base-wide use hazardous materials.  Hazardous materials on-base 

include various organic solvents, chlorine, freon, paints, thinners, oils, lubricants, compressed 

gases, pesticides, herbicides, nitrates, and chromates.  A detailed tracking and accounting system 

is in place to identify potentially hazardous materials and to ensure that base organizations are 

approved to use specific hazardous materials. 

The base receives jet fuel (JP-8) at the Defense Fuel Supply Point (DFSP) by pipeline from Port 

Tampa.  JP-8 storage capacity at DFSP and MacDill AFB is over 7.5 million gallons.  Diesel, 

gasoline, and heating oil are stored throughout MacDill AFB in small to medium-sized 

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) and Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs) ranging in size 

from 50 to 12,000 gallons. 

All generated waste water is treated at the base’s waste water treatment plant.  The waste water 

treatment plant (WWTP) was constructed in 1952 and has since been updated and expanded to 

meet current demands.  The treatment process consists of grit removal, flow tank equalization, 

aeration, clarification, tertiary filtration, and chlorine contact.  The plant is permitted to treat a 

volume of 1.2 million gallons per day (mgd).  Currently, the plant operates at an average of 
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approximately 0.6 mgd.  All treated waste water is currently reused on-base by reclamation, 

principally through spray application at the golf course located at the southeast quadrant of the 

base.  In addition, wastewater is sent to one, 10-acre restricted-access spray fields for infiltration, 

or to a 20-million gallon wet weather storage pond for infiltration. 

A total of 15 groundwater monitoring wells are sampled quarterly to monitor potential 

groundwater impacts at the golf course spray fields.  The Environmental Protection Commission 

of Hillsborough County regulates wastewater treatment operations under delegation from the 

Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP).  MacDill AFB received its current 

operating permit in March 2004 and it will expire in March 2011. 

The project is near Solid Waste Management Unit {SWMU}-29 which has been closed by the 

FDEP.  The AGE facility is also adjacent to Site 38 where petroleum hydrocarbons have been 

indentified in the soil and groundwater.  Finally, the project is located above a groundwater 

plume containing chlorinated solvents designated as Solid Waste Management Unit 61. 

3.4 WATER RESOURCES 

Surface water flows at the base are primarily from storm water runoff.  Seven canals transport 

storm water off base and discharge to Tampa Bay and Hillsborough Bay. Most of the base drains 

toward the southern tip of the Interbay Peninsula; however, the easternmost section of the base 

drains toward Hillsborough Bay. 

MacDill AFB has three National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits for 

the storm water discharges issued by Florida Department of Environmental Protection.  The main 

base permits include a multi-sector general permit for industrial operations and a Municipal 

Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) general permit for the Base’s municipal operations.  The 

remaining permit is for storm water discharge from the oil/water separator at the DFSP tank farm 

area located in the western portion of the base.  This permit is maintained and the responsibility 

of the DFSP contractor hired by the Defense Logistics Agency.  The USEPA issued a National 

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) multi-sector storm water general permit to 

MacDill AFB in July 2003.  This permit authorizes the discharge of storm water associated with 

industrial activity.  In accordance with 40 CFR 112, the base has developed a Spill Prevention 
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Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan and a Facility Response Plan given the location of the 

base adjacent to navigable waters and shorelines, as well as the amount of fuel storage capacity 

existing on site. 

3.5 FLOODPLAINS 

According to information provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA 

Maps dated 1982-1991), 80 percent of the base is within the 100-year coastal floodplain.  The 

maps indicate that all the residential, industrial, and institutional (medical and education) land 

uses on the base are within the 100-year coastal floodplain, along with most of the commercial 

and aviation support areas (Figure 2-1).  The majority of the 20 percent of land that is above the 

floodplain is designated for airfield operations. 

The extent of the coastal floodplain is an important consideration for MacDill AFB because EO 

11988, Floodplain Management Guidelines, regulates the uses of these areas.  The objective of 

this presidential order is to avoid, to the extent possible, the long and short-term adverse impacts 

associated with occupancy and modification of floodplains.  To comply with EO 11988, before 

taking any action, the Air Force must evaluate the impacts of specific proposals in the floodplain. 

The proposed renovations and additions to the existing AGE facility and parking lot would be 

located within of the 100-year coastal floodplain (Figure 2-1).  The existing AGE Facility, 

proposed for renovation, lies at an elevation of less than 10 feet above mean sea level (MSL), and 

is within the 100-year coastal floodplain.   

3.6 LAND USE 

Land use at MacDill AFB includes airfield, industrial, commercial, institutional (educational and 

medical), residential, recreational, and vacant land.  The site for the Proposed Action is currently 

designated as industrial land. 

3.7 TRANSPORTATION 

MacDill AFB is served by four operating gates at Dale Mabry Highway, Bayshore Boulevard, 

MacDill Avenue, and Manhattan Avenue.  The Dale Mabry, MacDill, and Bayshore gates are 
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used for government and personal vehicles (commuter traffic).  The Manhattan gate is used as the 

large vehicle (contractor trucks, deliver vehicles, RVs) entry point.  Large vehicles are inspected 

and their credentials and destination are confirmed before entering the base. 

The transportation system on-base consists of arterials, collectors, and local streets that connect 

with the off-base network through the four gates.  On-base arterial facilities include North and 

South Boundary Boulevards, Bayshore Boulevard, Marina Bay Drive, and Tampa Point 

Boulevard.  The 1998 traffic study determined that service levels for traffic on-base are generally 

acceptable. 

3.8 SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 

The MacDill AFB Asbestos Management Plan identifies procedures for management and 

abatement of asbestos.  Prior to renovation or demolition activities, asbestos sampling is 

performed and, if present, the asbestos is removed in accordance with applicable Federal and state 

regulations. 

Numerous limited-scope asbestos surveys have been completed at the existing AGE Facility 

(Building 552 and its addition).  These files are maintained on-base at 6 CEV/CES, Building 147, 

Room 304.  Typically, these surveys were completed prior to small-scale renovation projects.  

Asbestos fibers were identified as being present in most of the screening reports on file, with 

asbestos containing materials (ACMs) typically including roofing materials, floor tiles, insulation 

and cement panels. 

The base engineer assumes that all structures constructed prior to 1978 possibly contain lead-

based paint (LBP).  When required, LBP abatement is accomplished in accordance with 

applicable Federal and State regulations, and base procedures, prior to demolition activities to 

prevent any health hazards. 

3.9 SOCIOECONOMICS 

The Economic Impact Region (EIR) for MacDill AFB is the geographic area within a 50-mile 

radius of the base subject to significant base-related economic impacts.  According to the 1998 

Economic Resource Impact Statement for MacDill AFB the total economic impact of MacDill 
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AFB on the EIR was $3.5 billion with over 105,000 jobs supported.  Purchase of local labor, 

goods, and services to support base operations provides a total annual economic impact of $1.34 

billion.  Retiree income provides a total economic impact of $2.19 billion.  The direct impact on 

local income produced by base expenditures is $494 million. 

3.10 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

A detailed description of the biological resources found at MacDill AFB is provided in the 

Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP) (USAF, 2001).  MacDill’s INRMP 

has been approved by the state and Federal fish and wildlife agencies.     

 

Land use on MacDill AFB includes urban, light industrial, residential, or improved vacant land.  

The few undeveloped areas within the base boundaries have all experienced some degree of 

disturbance, such as ditching, clearing, or the encroachment of exotic vegetation.  No natural 

areas (undeveloped areas) including wetland communities would be altered or disturbed as part of 

the Proposed Action since the project would happen entirely within an industrial, developed 

portion of MacDill AFB. 

 

Wildlife species listed by federal or state agencies as endangered, threatened, or of special 

concern and known to occur permanently or periodically, or have the potential to occur on the 

base are shown in Table 3.9 in the Tables section in the back of the text.  In 1996, the 

Endangered Species Management Plan of MacDill AFB and the Biological Survey of MacDill 

AFB identified the general locations of protected species at the base.  The report does not identify 

any protected species or species habitat within the area proposed for the Proposed Action (USAF, 

1996).   

 

Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has been completed and the 

agency has confirmed MacDill’s assessment that the Proposed Action would have no effect on 

Threatened or Endangered species or species habitat.  The USFWS consultation letter is provide 

in Appendix C. 
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3.11 CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Cultural resources are prehistoric and historic sites.  These resources consist of districts, 

buildings, structures, and objects that are significant in American history, architecture, 

archaeology, engineering, and culture.  Historic properties listed in or eligible for listing in the 

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) are subject to protection or consideration by a 

federal agency in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, 

as amended. 

 

Five archaeological sites are found on MacDill AFB.  The closest archaeological prehistoric site 

is the Runway site (8Hi3332) located approximately one mile northwest of the Proposed Action 

site, near the Dale Mabry entry gate. 

 

Construction of MacDill AFB began in November 1939, and the base was dedicated in April 

1941.  Sites and structures related to early missions remain on base today.  Building 552 was 

constructed in 1942 during the initial build-up of the base.  Building 552 is greater than 50 years 

old and has been identified as potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places as 

part of the MacDill Field historic district.  Although Building 552 has been significantly modified 

since its original construction with an addition in 1967 that doubled the size (length) of the 

facility, the facility is included in the 1994 Historic American Building Survey completed in 1994 

at MacDill AFB.   

 

Consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has been completed and the 

outcome from the consultation process is presented in Appendix C.  Consultation letters are 

included as part of  Appendix C. 

3.12 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

 
According to the USEPA, environmental justice is the fair treatment of all people regardless of 

race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and 

enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.  Under EO 12898, no group of 

people, including a racial, ethnic, or a socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share 
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of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial 

operations. 

 

There are no minority or low-income populations in the area of the Proposed Action or the 

alternatives; thus, there would not be disproportionately high or adverse impacts on such 

populations.  Additionally, no adverse environmental impacts would occur outside MacDill AFB.  

Therefore, no adverse effects on minority and low-income populations would occur with 

implementation of the Proposed Action, or from implementation of any of the alternatives, at 

MacDill AFB. 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

The effects of the Proposed Action and alternatives on the affected environment are discussed in 

this section. 

4.1 AIR QUALITY 

4.1.1 Proposed Action 

Air quality impacts would occur during the proposed interior and exterior renovation, 

construction of the addition to the AGE Facility, and demolition of the existing wash rack; 

however, these air quality impacts would be temporary. 

Fugitive dust (suspended and PM10 particulate matter) and construction vehicle exhaust emissions 

would be generated during construction.  Dust generated by equipment and construction activities 

would fall rapidly within a short distance from the source.  If required, areas of exposed soil 

could be sprayed with water daily to suppress dust. 

The anticipated pollutant emissions for the Proposed Action have been calculated given the 

general size and scope of the project.  These estimates are presented in Appendix D and are 

compared to Hillsborough County Emissions Inventory totals in Table 4.1.1 below. 
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Table 4.1.1 Proposed Action Air Emissions at MacDill AFB

Pollutant 
Proposed Action 

Annual 
Emissions (tpy)a

Hillsborough 
County Emissions 
Inventoryb (tpy) 

Net 
Change 

(%) 

De minimis 
Valuesd 

(tpy) 

Above/ 
Below De 
minimis 

CO 2.03 19,272 0.011 100 Below 
VOC 1.34 27,703 0.004 100 Below 
NOx 2.22 82,563 0.003 100 Below 
SOx 0.11 NA -- 100 Below 

PM10
c 0.17 NA -- 100 Below 

Pb -- 53 -- 25 -- 
aIncludes sum of both construction of the addition to the AGE Facility and interior and exterior renovation 
of the existing AGE Facility. 
bBased on stationary permitted emissions presented in 1997 Ozone Emissions Inventory, EPC. 
cPM10 estimated as 50 percent of the 1990 tpy reported for TSP 
dSource: 40 CFR 93.153, November 30, 1993 

tpy  Tons per year 
 
The Florida Department of Environmental Protection raised the issue of the potential for 
degradation of indoor air quality as a result of the location of the AGE facility on top of 
an ERP site, namely the groundwater plume for SWMU-61.  To insure that indoor air 
quality is not degraded, the design for the renovated and newly constructed portions of 
the AGE facility would incorporate sufficient ventilation to allow the regular exchange 
of air from outside.   

4.1.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

This alternative involves the construction of a new AGE Facility, coupled with the subsequent 

demolition of the existing AGE Facility.  The size and scope of work that would be completed 

under this alternative is similar to that of the Proposed Action; therefore, potential for affecting 

air quality, especially earthwork and demolition, would be similar to that resulting from 

implementation of the Proposed Action. 
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Table 4.1.2 New Construction/Demolition Alternative Air Emissions at MacDill AFB
 

Pollutant 
Proposed Action 

Annual 
Emissions (tpy)a

Hillsborough 
County Emissions 
Inventoryb (tpy) 

Net 
Change 

(%) 

De minimis 
Valuesd 

(tpy) 

Above/ 
Below De 
minimis 

CO 2.23 19,272 0.13 100 Below 
VOC 1.42 27,703 0.04 100 Below 
NOx 2.44 82,563 0.04 100 Below 
SOx .12 NA -- 100 Below 

PM10
c .18 NA -- 100 Below 

Pb  53 -- 25 -- 
 
aIncludes sum of both construction of the addition to the AGE Facility and interior and exterior renovation 
of the existing AGE Facility. 
bBased on stationary permitted emissions presented in 1997 Ozone Emissions Inventory, EPC. 
cPM10 estimated as 50 percent of the 1990 tpy reported for TSP 
dSource: 40 CFR 93.153, November 30, 1993 

tpy  Tons per year 
%  Percent 
 

4.1.3 No Action Alternative 

Because the status quo would be maintained, there would be no impacts to air quality under the 

No Action Alternative. 

4.1.4 Cumulative Air Quality Impacts 

Other projects are proposed for construction on MacDill AFB during the 18-month period needed 

to complete renovations to the existing AGE Facility.  None of these projects are immediately 

adjacent to the proposed project site; however, they have been included in the cumulative 

emissions analysis since they are located on MacDill AFB.  Table 4A summarizes the air 

emissions for each of these projects.  As Table 4A demonstrates, the cumulative annual emission 

estimates fall below the de minimus level of 100 tons per year for all five pollutants evaluated. 
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4.2 NOISE 

4.2.1 Proposed Action 

The closest noise sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the proposed construction site include the 

occupants of 6 CONS and Air Force Audit Agency (Building 521), SOCOM (Buildings 6 & 522), 

CENTCOM (Building 183) and Services (Building 523).  For the renovation and addition to 

Building 552 the nearest potential receptors are the occupants of Buildings 521-523, located 

approximately 200 feet to the south/southeast and the occupants of Buildings 6 & 183 

approximately 200 feet to the west.  South Boundary Blvd. is located approximately 100’ to the 

east with the flight-line apron located directly north of the proposed construction site.  

The adjacent receptors could experience noise impacts from construction and/or construction-

related vehicles.  The magnitude of these impacts would be directly related to the proximity of the 

occupied facility to the construction or demolition site.  In addition, the impacts vary according to 

the activity occurring on any particular day, and impacts would cease when construction is 

completed.  Based on a cumulative average construction noise level of approximately 85 dB at 50 

feet from the center of the project site (depending upon the current stage of the project), 

occupants of these nearby buildings would be not be impacted by construction noise at the AGE 

facility.   

4.2.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

This alternative involves the construction of a new AGE Facility, coupled with the demolition of 

the existing facility.  As with the Proposed Action, noise sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the 

proposed AGE Facility construction include the occupants of 6 CONS and Air Force Audit 

Agency (Building 521), SOCOM (Building 522 & 6), CENTCOM (Building 183) and Services 

(Building 523).  For the renovation and addition to Building 552 the nearest potential receptors 

are the occupants of Buildings 521-523, located approximately 200 feet to the south/southeast.  

and the occupants of Buildings 6 & 183 approximately 200 feet to the west.  South Boundary 

Blvd. is located approximately 100’ to the east with the flight line apron located directly north of 

the proposed construction site.  
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Under this alternative, the potential for noise impacts would be no greater than the Proposed 

Action and would not impact the occupants of adjacent administrative buildings.   

4.2.3 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative only insignificant, relatively minor short-term noise impacts 

would occur, from the minor construction activities associated with code and policy 

improvements that would be completed at Building 552. 

4.3 WASTES, HAZARDOUS MATERIAL, AND STORED FUEL 

The following section describes sanitary wastewater treatment, solid waste collection and 

disposal, hazardous material and waste management, and stored fuels management. 

4.3.1 Proposed Action 

An increase in the generation of solid waste would occur during and subsequent to construction 

activities for the Proposed Action.  The base has sufficient resources to manage the temporary 

increase in solid waste and the local landfills have sufficient capacity to accept the additional 

solid waste. 

The relocation of the existing restroom facilities within the AGE facility is included as part of the 

Proposed Action.  Implementation of the Proposed Action is not anticipated to result in a 

significant change in the total volume of waste water to the base sanitary sewer system, as the 

number of AGE personnel would remain unchanged.  Renovation of the AGE Facility does not 

include elevating the facility above the 100-year flood level, consequently the restrooms would 

still be subject to flooding.  The project includes installation of backflow prevention devices on 

the sanitary sewer and potable water lines, which according to Hillsborough County building 

codes effectively ‘flood proofs’ the sanitary sewer and water lines.  Representatives from the 

MacDill Civil Engineering Squadron and the flood regulation department of Hillsborough 

County, Florida confirmed installation of backflow devices on domestic water and sanitary 

drainage systems meet the requirements for floodproofing the facility, and further that lift station 

pumps are a sufficient means for preventing backflow in the sanitary sewage system.  The base 

wastewater collection system is gravity fed but due to lack of elevation across the base can not 
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operate on gravity alone.  Every wastewater collection line has at least one, and often several, lift 

stations along the line to raise the water to a sufficient height to allow it to continue to gravity 

drain toward the base WWTP.  Since every wastewater collection line has at least one lift station, 

all of the sanitary sewer lines have, in essence, at least one check valve to stop the inflow of 

floodwater to the WWTP.   

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines published in Title 44 Code of 

Federal Regulations, Chapter 1, Subchapter B, Part 60, requires all new construction of non-

residential structures in the floodplain sited below the flood elevation be designed to 

automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces on exterior walls by allowing for the entry and 

exit of floodwaters.  Additional requirements require any sanitary facilities in non-residential 

structures to be located above the flood elevation or to be floodproofed.  Both the proposed 

renovation and new construction portions of the AGE Facility design include sufficiently sized 

openings to allow the equalization of hydrostatic pressure on exterior walls should a flood event 

occur.    

Hazardous wastes/materials, such as paint, adhesives, and solvents, may be on site during the 

construction work for the Proposed Action.  All construction related hazardous wastes/materials, 

including petroleum products, would be removed and disposed of according to base procedures, 

as well as applicable State and Federal regulations.  In general, paints, solvents, and oil waste 

volume would remain the same since the proposed AGE Facility would be storing the same 

equipment currently being stored in Building 552.  However, a short-term increase in waste may 

occur due to disposal of stored or unusable materials associated with the existing AGE Facility 

that might be discarded before implementing the proposed action.  No impacts from hazardous 

materials or waste are anticipated from completion of the project. 

Hazardous materials and hazardous wastes, such as anti-freeze, oil, grease, used oil, used JP-8, 

and oily rags, are part of operations at the AGE facility.  Currently, these materials/wastes are 

stored in a few locations throughout the facility, although most are staged at the initial 

accumulation point for the facility.  The design for the renovated AGE facility includes 

construction of a floodproof storage area where hazardous materials and hazardous wastes can be 

stored.  The floodproof storage area would be created by constructing four foot tall concrete block 

walls to enclose a roughly 400 square feet area of the maintenance floor in the AGE facility.  The 
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top of the concrete block wall would have a minimum elevation of 11.5 feet amsl; therefore 

above the 100-year flood elevation.  Two of the walls would have removable ‘wall panels’ that 

are sufficiently strong and sealed to keep out floodwater, but can be removed to create large 

access points during normal operation of the facility.  If the AGE facility is threatened by 

flooding, the panels would be slipped into the sealed, slotted channels of the walled-in storage 

area to floodproof the hazardous material/hazardous waste storage area.  Creation of the 

floodproofed hazardous materials/hazardous waste storage area would reduce the potential for 

these substances to impact the floodplain and represent a minor benefit to the floodplain since 

these materials/wastes are currently not stored on a floodproof area or above the 100-year flood 

level.    

All of the hazardous materials and hazardous wastes that are normally stored within the AGE 

facility would be maintained within the proposed interior, floodproof storage area.  There are; 

however, hazardous materials/wastes storage units outside the AGE facility that would not be 

affected by the proposed interior and exterior renovations of the building.  These storage units 

include the two 240-gallon double-walled “Lube Cubes” used to store used oil and used JP-8 and 

the six 400-gallon mobile fuel bowsers used to move JP-8.  The Lube Cubes are self contained, 

sealed, double-walled storage tanks.  These tanks must be kept outside the AGE building for 

safety reasons.  The fuel bowsers are single-walled, trailer-mounted tanks that are staged on the 

flight apron for daily use.  There would be no change in the use or storage of the Lube Cubes or 

fuel bowsers under the Proposed Action; consequently, there would be no increased risk of 

damage to floodplain values.                     

Building 552 is located on a closed Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) site (Solid Waste 

Management Unit {SWMU} 29) and adjacent to an active ERP site (Site 38).  Site summary 

reports for each site are provided in Appendix E.  In addition, Building 552 falls within the 

groundwater plume of chlorinated solvents for SWMU 61.  The project is primarily internal and 

external renovation; however, reconfiguration of the parking lot as well as construction of a high 

bay maintenance area would involve disturbance of surface soils.  SWMU 29 has been closed by 

the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) with no further action required.  Site 

38 lies approximately 100 feet south of the proposed construction area.  The site is a former fuel 

storage area that contained eight 25,000-gallon underground storage tanks (USTs).  Constituents 
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of concern have been identified in the soil and groundwater at Site 38.  The principle constituents 

of concern are petroleum hydrocarbons including benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylenes.  

The site has been fully investigated and remedial actions are currently on-going at the site.  The 

site’s relative risk rating is ‘no risk’. 

SWMU 61 is a chlorinated solvent plume that extends from the maintenance areas on the north 

ramp east toward Hillsborough Bay.  Information on SWMU 61 and a site map are attached.  

Chlorinated volatile organic compounds (VOCs), arsenic and petroleum hydrocarbons have been 

detected in the shallow surficial aquifer (groundwater).  No contaminants have been identified in 

the soil, sediment, and surface water on this site.  The source of the VOCs, primarily 

trichloroethene (TCE) and degradation products, 1,2-DCE and vinyl chloride, has not yet been 

determined.  The RCRA facility investigation was finalized in 1999.  As an interim measure the 

site is currently being monitored under a Monitoring to Natural Attenuation plan while 

groundwater modeling is completed for the Corrective Measures Study. 

None of the constituents of concern at these ERP sites represent an immediate threat to life and 

health.  Given current site conditions, particularly the water table elevation, there is a very limited 

potential for proposed construction activity to encounter contaminated media.  Since excavation 

activities would go no deeper than two feet below land surface it is unlikely that groundwater 

would be encountered during construction.  If a significant water table rise does occur prior to 

implementation of the proposed action, and it is determined that construction activity would 

encounter groundwater, precautions would be taken to insure the protection of construction 

workers on the site and the proper disposal of any hazardous waste generated during construction 

activities.  These precautions include preparation of a site specific health and safety plan by the 

construction contractor which meets the requirements of 29 CFR 1910.120(b)(4) and must be 

approved by 6 CES/CEVR and the base bioenvironmental engineering office.  If dewatering is 

required for construction, the water would be contained on-site in large frac tanks.  Containerized 

water would be sampled for site constituents of concern to determine the level of contamination 

in the water.  The sampling results would be used to determine the proper method of disposal 

which could range from discharge to the sanitary sewer if water is clean to off-site disposal at a 

treatment facility if water is highly contaminated. 
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Construction activities are not proposed to occur on Site 38 where soil contamination has been 

identified.  Consequently, the potential for contacting contaminated media during the proposed 

construction activities is considered minimal.  If contaminated media are encountered during 

construction work for the project construction activities would halt until the MacDill ERP 

manager is contacted.  The MacDill ERP manager would insure that the material is managed in 

accordance with ERP guidelines.  In accordance with Florida Administrative Code 62-770(2)4 

“excavated contaminated soil (including excessively contaminated soil) may be returned to the 

original excavation when petroleum storage tank systems have been removed or replaced, or if 

contaminated soil was encountered during construction activities”.  Based on these conditions, the 

completion of construction activities within and adjacent to listed ERP sites should not represent 

a significant impact on the management and disposal of hazardous waste or the health and safety 

of construction workers.    

4.3.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

An increase in the generation of solid waste would occur during and subsequent to demolition 

and construction activities for the Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement 

Alternative.  The base has sufficient resources to manage the temporary increase in solid waste 

and the local landfills have sufficient capacity to accept the additional solid waste. 

This alternative involves the construction of a concrete foundation, elevated in accordance with 

FEMA to 11.5 feet above mean sea level with concrete masonry unit walls, a standing seam metal 

roof system, stucco exterior, fire detection/suppression systems, HVAC, emergency power, 

associated site utilities, parking, perimeter security, grading and landscaping.  Implementation of 

the Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative would result in a 

moderate increase in the volume of waste water to the base sanitary sewer system; however, the 

system has sufficient capacity to handle the increase. 

4.3.3 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, no impacts to wastes, hazardous materials, or stored fuel would 

occur since construction or changes to the AGE Facility would not be implemented.  The code 

and policy changes to the building are considered to be inconsequential. 
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4.4 WATER RESOURCES 

4.4.1 Proposed Action 

Some soil erosion would occur during construction and demolition activities; however, 

implementation of a sediment and erosion control plan, including use of best management 

practices (BMPs) such as silt fencing and hay bales, would dramatically reduce erosion and avoid 

potential storm water violations. 

Under the Proposed Action, there are no direct or indirect discharges to groundwater.  Neither 

completion of high bay maintenance addition to the existing AGE Facility nor reconfiguration of 

the existing parking area is expected to result in an increase in storm water runoff.  

Implementation of the Proposed Action would require the construction of internally-drained 

retention areas.  The storm water retention areas would collect surface water runoff from the 

parking lot and allow it to infiltrate into the ground, recharging the groundwater in the surficial 

aquifer. 

Portions of the existing parking lot, which do not meet the current force protection standards due 

to the proximity to the building, would be removed and the remaining portion of the parking lot 

would be expanded.  Reconfiguration of the parking lot would not result in an increase in 

impervious surface.  Once reconfigured the entire parking area would be repaved to create a 

uniform appearance.  The new parking area would include new curbs and gutters to insure proper 

management of storm water.  Construction of any new parking areas or proposed roadways would 

be off-set by the demolition of the existing entry road and portions of the old parking lot.  In 

addition, the reconfigured parking lot would include appropriately sized storm water 

treatment/attenuation areas.  The storm water retention areas would collect surface water runoff 

from the parking lot and allow it to infiltrate into the ground, recharging the groundwater in the 

surficial aquifer.  No increase in potable water usage is expected since the existing staff and 

equipment will occupy the renovated AGE Facility. 
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4.4.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

Some soil erosion would occur during construction and demolition activities; however, 

implementation of a sediment and erosion control plan including use of BMPs such as silt fencing 

and hay bales, would dramatically reduce erosion and avoid potential storm water violations. 

This alternative would involve demolition activities, including the demolition of the existing 

AGE Facility, entry road and a portion of the parking lot along with the removal of the outdated 

wash rack and associated equipment.  Storm water in this area is externally drained; storm water 

from impervious surfaces is directed to drains and ditches that connect directly to the nearby 

Hillsborough Bay.  Upon completion of the demolition activities, the area and land use 

designations would not change since the new AGE Facility would be constructed in the same 

location of the existing AGE Facility.  No increase in impervious surface is anticipated due to 

reconfiguration of the parking area.  This alternative includes the construction of a storm water 

retention pond to provide limited treatment of storm water before it infiltrates into the ground.  

Therefore, a short-term, negative impact to surface waters would exist during demolition and 

construction activities.  However; a long-term, positive impact to surface waters would result 

with the construction of a designed storm water retention area.  

Under this alternative there are no direct or indirect discharges to groundwater.  Construction of 

any new parking areas or proposed roadway would be off-set by the demolition of the existing 

entry road and portions of the old parking lot.  In addition, the parking lot would include 

appropriately sized storm water treatment/attenuation areas.  The storm water retention areas 

would collect surface water runoff from the parking lot and allow it to infiltrate into the ground, 

recharging the groundwater in the surficial aquifer. 

Implementation of this alternative would not involve an increase in the number of 6th AGE 

personnel.  As a result, no increases in potable water usage would occur.  Any potential increases 

are considered minor in the context of the daily consumption of the entire Base. 

4.4.3 No Action Alternative 

The No Action Alternative would not construct or modify any of the drainage structures around 

the existing AGE Facility; therefore, would not result in significant impacts to water resources. 
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4.5 FLOODPLAINS 

In accordance with the requirements of EO 11988, the Air Force must demonstrate that there is 

no practicable alternative to carrying out the Proposed Action within the coastal floodplain.  The 

existing AGE Facility is within the 100-year coastal floodplain.  As a result, implementation of 

the Proposed Action, and the Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement 

Alternative would involve construction and/or demolition and renovation activities within the 

100-year coastal floodplain.  Consequently, impacts to the floodplain must be addressed. 

4.5.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed location of the AGE Facility and associated parking areas are located to the south 

(inside) of the 100-year coastal floodplain line that crosses the base (Figure 2-1).  Neither the 

existing AGE building (B552) nor the surrounding parking lot is elevated above the 100-year 

flood level and as a result these areas are currently subject to flooding.  It is logistically 

impracticable to relocate the existing AGE Facility outside the 100-year coastal floodplain since 

the AGE operation must be located in close proximity to the flight apron to support aircraft 

operations.  Raising the existing facility above the 100-year coastal floodplain was financially 

impracticable since doing so would require construction of a new AGE Facility at nearly double 

the cost of renovation.  The majority of the AGE Facility is open, unfinished, warehouse-type 

space used for equipment maintenance activities.  This would not change upon completion of the 

Proposed Action; therefore, most of the AGE Facility would not be damaged during a flood 

event.  The AGE Facility also has several large bay doors of sufficient size to allow flood water 

to equalize and reduce hydrostatic pressure caused by flooding.  The equipment, supplies and 

tools utilized at the AGE Facility are currently subject to flooding since the floor elevation of 

Building 552 is approximately 7.5 ft MSL; consequently, implementation of the Proposed Action 

would not increase the risk of loss of government assets.  Likewise, the personnel that currently 

operate the AGE Facility would not change with the Proposed Action so there would be no 

increase in risk to human safety, health, or welfare since the maintenance personnel operating the 

AGE Facility are currently working in a flood prone environment.  Reconfiguration of the 

parking lot would not impact floodplain values.     
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4.5.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

The proposed location of the AGE Facility and associated parking areas are located to the south 

(inside) of the 100-year coastal floodplain line that crosses the base.  Neither the existing AGE 

building (B552) nor the surrounding parking lot is elevated above the 100-year flood level and as 

a result these areas are currently subject to flooding.  It is logistically impracticable to relocate the 

existing AGE Facility outside the 100-year coastal floodplain since the AGE operation must be 

located in close proximity to the flight apron to support aircraft operations.  Following 

demolition, the area designation would remain unchanged since the new AGE Facility would be 

constructed at the same location of the existing AGE Facility. 

Implementation of this alternative would generally have a positive impact with regard to flood 

loss, human safety, health, and welfare, as required by Executive Order 11988, by elevating the 

facility and its occupants and equipment above the 100-year coastal floodplain.   

4.5.3 No Action Alternative 

The No Action Alternative would continue operation of the existing AGE Facility.  This 

alternative would not alter the potential for loss or damage resulting from floods or increase the 

impacts of floods on human safety, health and welfare.  Consequently, this alternative would have 

no impact on floodplain values. 

4.6 LAND USE 

4.6.1 Proposed Action 

The Proposed Action would involve interior and exterior renovations and the construction of a 

small addition to the existing AGE Facility resulting in no change in land use.  The proposed 

work is not expected to increase the impervious surface in the coastal floodplain.  Most of the 

project would be completed in areas that are already paved and reconfiguration of the existing 

parking lot would not result in an increase in impervious surface.    Consequently, no net impacts 

to land use would result from the Proposed Action. 
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Coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has been completed to insure compliance 

with the Endangered Species Act.  Agency correspondence letters are included in Appendix C. 

4.6.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

The Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative would involve 

demolishing the existing AGE Facility and reconstructing a new AGE Facility above the 100-yr 

coastal floodplain.  This alternative would also involve construction of a new high bay 

maintenance area at the northwest end of the building.  Most of the project would be completed in 

areas that are already paved and reconfiguration of the existing parking lot would not result in an 

increase in impervious.  Following demolition and construction activities, the area designation 

would remain unchanged since the new AGE Facility would be constructed at the same location 

of the existing AGE Facility.  Consequently, no net impacts to land use would result from the 

Proposed Action.  

4.6.3 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, no impacts to land use would be incurred. 

4.7 TRANSPORTATION 

4.7.1 Proposed Action 

An increase in traffic in the northeast portion of the base would result during implementation of 

the Proposed Action, due to the increase in construction-related activities.  These negative 

impacts are considered to be minor and short-term. 

Upon completion, the Proposed Action would result in a similar number of vehicles entering the 

base, since the same number of AGE personnel will occupy the renovated facility.  A new entry 

way extending out from the building would be constructed at the western end of the building to 

create a defined entry point for the facility.  Current access to the parking area is off a poorly 

designed intersection which has resulted in several vehicular accidents.  As a result, 

implementation of the Proposed Action would provide a long-term, positive impact on base 

transportation. 
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4.7.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

An increase in traffic in the north-central portion of the base would result from implementation of 

the Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative, due to the increase 

in construction and demolition-related activities.  These negative impacts are considered to be 

minor and short-term. 

Implementation of this alternative would result in a similar number of vehicles entering the base, 

since the same number of AGE personnel will occupy the renovated facility.  Access to the 

current parking area is off a poorly designed intersection which has resulted in several vehicular 

accidents.  The existing parking lot would be reconfigured similar to what is proposed in the 

Proposed Action.  Reconfiguration of the parking lot would move the entry road away from the 

poorly designed intersection reducing the potential for accidents and improving traffic flow in the 

base.  This would result in a minor but long-term positive impact on transportation at MacDill.    

4.7.3 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative no significant impacts to transportation would be incurred. 

4.8 SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 

4.8.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed construction activities for the project would pose safety hazards to the workers 

similar to those associated with typical industrial construction projects, such as falls, slips, heat 

stress, and machinery injuries.  Construction would not involve any unique hazards and all 

construction methods would comply with Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) requirements to ensure the protection of workers and the general public during 

construction. / Diligent, but not controlling, governmental oversight of contractor activities would 

help assure OSHA compliance. 

The demolition portion of the project is anticipated to encounter ACM since these materials have 

been identified during completion of limited surveys for building 552.  In addition, the demolition 

may encounter LBP.  Prior to initiating demolition activities, the demolition contractor shall hire 
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a qualified independent environmental consulting firm to perform a comprehensive asbestos and 

LBP survey for the existing facility.  Once the surveys have been completed and the hazardous 

materials identified, the demolition contractor shall hire a qualified environmental abatement 

subcontractor to remove and dispose of the ACM and LBP.  The same environmental firm shall 

perform environmental monitoring during the abatement work in accordance with Air Force, 

USEPA, and other applicable environmental regulations.  All waste disposal manifests shall be 

turned over to the government upon completion of the demolition work. 

The Proposed Action would involve mainly renovation and construction activities with some 

demolition activities to Building 552 which is located on a closed Environmental Restoration 

Program (ERP) site (Solid Waste Management Unit {SWMU} 29) and adjacent to an active ERP 

site (Site 38).  Site summary reports for each site are provided in Attachment 2.  In addition, 

Building 552 falls within the groundwater plume of chlorinated solvents for SWMU 61.  The 

project is primarily internal and external renovation; however, reconfiguration of the parking lot 

as well as construction of the high bay maintenance area would involve disturbance of surface 

soils.  Appropriate measures have been included in the project to reduce the potential for contact 

with contaminated media and to protect workers from exposure.  None of the constituents of 

concern at the site represent an immediate threat to life and health.  Consequently, no impacts to 

safety and occupational health would be incurred with implementation of the Proposed Action. 

4.8.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

This Alternative would pose safety hazards to the workers similar to those associated with the 

Proposed Action.  Implementation of this alternative would not involve any unique hazards and 

all construction methods would comply with OSHA requirements to ensure the protection of 

workers and the general public during construction.  Significantly more soil disturbance would be 

involved with this alternative but, as discussed for the Proposed Action, disturbance of surface 

soils does not constitute a major impact given the disposition of the ERP sites involved. 

Surveying, sampling, and abatement of any ACM and/or LBP would be addressed in the same 

manner as the Proposed Action. 
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4.8.3 No Action Alternative 

No impacts on safety and occupational health would be incurred under the No Action Alternative. 

4.9 SOCIOECONOMICS 

4.9.1 Proposed Action 

The Proposed Action would cost approximately $3.0 million to complete, based on 2004 cost 

estimates.  This action would result in an approximately 0.6 percent increase in the nearly $494 

million in annual expenditures MacDill AFB provides to the local economy, constituting a major 

short-term beneficial impact. 

4.9.2 Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative 

The Demolish the Existing AGE Facility/Construct Replacement Alternative would cost 

approximately $5.7 million to complete, based on 2003 cost estimates.  This action would result 

in an approximately 1.1 percent increase in the nearly $494 million in annual expenditures 

MacDill AFB provides to the local economy, constituting a minor short-term beneficial impact. 

 

4.9.3 No Action Alternative 

Under the No Action Alternative, normal maintenance and repair work would be completed the 

keep the facility is working condition, but no significant funding would spent to upgrade the 

facility; consequently, the No Action alternative would have no impact on socioeconomics. 

4.10 CULTURAL RESOURCES 

4.10.1 Proposed Action    

Implementation of the Proposed Action would significantly modify the exterior appearance of the 

AGE facility.  Modification of the exterior would represent an impact to cultural resources on 

MacDill AFB since it would alter the original roofline and appearance of the facility.  

Consultation with the SHPO has been completed and the agency has determined that the 
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Proposed Action would have an adverse impact on MacDill’s cultural resources which must be 

mitigated.  The base has proposed to use the 1994 HABS documentation of the AGE Facility to 

mitigate the adverse impact.  The SHPO has concurred that the HABS documentation would 

sufficiently mitigate the adverse impact.  Since the action is considered an adverse impact to 

cultural resources, MacDill AFB has initiated a Memorandum and Agreement (MOA) with the 

SHPO to document the SHPO’s adverse impact finding and approval to use HABS 

documentation to mitigate the adverse impact.  The MOA was signed by MacDill AFB on 17 

Aug 2004 and signed by the SHPO on 23 Aug 2004.  Signing of the MOA by the SHPO 

completes the consultation process in accordance with Section 106 of Historic Preservation Act.  

All correspondence with the SHPO is included in Appendix C.      

4.11 OTHER ITEMS WITH NO POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

In addition to the resources discussed in the previous sections, the potential impacts to the 

biological, geology and soils, and Airspace and Airfield Operations were evaluated.  Based upon 

this evaluation, there are no potential impacts likely to any of these resources resulting from the 

implementation of the Proposed Action or any of the considered alternatives. 

The Proposed Action or any of the alternatives would also not affect minority or low-income 

populations.  There are no minorities or low-income populations in the area of the Proposed 

Action or the alternatives; thus, there will not be disproportionately high or adverse impacts on 

such populations.  No adverse environmental impacts would occur outside MacDill AFB.  

Therefore, no adverse effects on minorities and low-income populations would occur with 

implementation of the Proposed Action, or from implementation of any of the alternatives, at 

MacDill AFB. 

4.12 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

As indicated in Table 2.1, the Proposed Action, when examining it as a portion of the total 

proposed and/or ongoing construction projects on MacDill AFB, would result in minor beneficial 

cumulative impacts to floodplains, transportation, and socioeconomics, due to a relocated entry 

road to the facility decreasing the number of accidents, and an approximately 0.6 percent increase 

in the annual expenditures MacDill AFB provides to the local economy. 
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When examining it as a portion of the total proposed and/or ongoing construction projects on 

MacDill AFB, the Proposed Action would have no significant cumulative impacts to air quality, 

noise, waste management, water resources, safety and occupational health, biological resources, 

geology and soils, cultural resources, environmental justice, or airspace and airfield operations, as 

outlined in Table 2.1 and Table 4A. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Based upon the analyses presented in this environmental assessment, it appears the Proposed 

Action alternative would not have a significant affect upon the quality of the human environment. 

6.0 MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

6.1 AIR QUALITY 

Use reasonable precautions to control the emissions of unconfined particulate matter during 

construction activities in accordance with Florida Administrative Code (FAC) Rule 62-296.  

Ensure that all hazardous materials used during construction comply with the MacDill AFB 

Hazardous Materials Management Program’s requirements for low volatile organic compound 

content.  Provide proper notification in accordance with the National Emission Standards for 

Hazardous Air Pollutants, to Hillsborough County Environmental Protection Commission of any 

demolition activities which have to the potential to release asbestos fibers into the atmosphere. 

6.2 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTES 

Ensure hazardous materials are approved and tracked through MacDill AFB’s Hazardous 

Materials Management Program.  Coordinate characterization and disposal of any hazardous or 

special waste with MacDill AFB’s Environmental Compliance Program.  Coordinate with 

MacDill AFB’s Pollution Prevention Program to ensure recycling of demolition wastes, if 

possible.   
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6.3 WATER RESOURCES 

Submit appropriate applications to permit storm water retention areas and NPDES construction 

for reconfiguration of the proposed parking lot.  Ensure BMPs, such as silt screens and placement 

of hay bales, are employed during construction to prevent erosion and storm water violations 

during all construction activities.  Ensure that the new construction complies with all applicable 

water and energy conservation requirements in Executive Order 13123, Greening the Government 

Through Efficient Energy Management. 

6.4 SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 

Ensure construction activities comply with OSHA standards or more stringent standards if 

applicable.  Ensure that a site specific health and safety plan is prepared prior to initiating 

construction at SWMU 29 and ensure that all workers completing excavation or dirt moving 

activities in this area have 40-hour HAZWOPER training and the annual 8-hour refresher course. 

6.5 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Ensure that any ground surface area disturbed during construction are re-seeded or revegetated 

with native flora. 

7.0 PERSONS CONTACTED 

Laura Kammerer 
Division of Historical Resources 
500 S. Bronough St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250 
1-800-847-7278 

Anthony Gennarro 
MacDill Air Force Base 
Installation Restoration Program 
7621 Hillsborough Loop Dr. 
MacDill AFB, FL 33621-5207 

Jasmine Raffington 
FL Coastal Management Program 
Florida State Clearing House 
2555 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2100 
850-414-6568 

Bryan Pridgen 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
9549 Koger Boulevard, Suite 111 
St. Petersburg, FL 33702 
727-570-5398 
 

Mark Tyl 
6 CES/CECE 
MacDill AFB, FL 33621 
813-828-0456 
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8.0 LIST OF PREPARERS 

Mr. Jason Lichtenstein     Mr. Jason Kirkpatrick 
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FIGURE 1-1- Site Location and Vicinity Map for Aerospace 
Ground Equipment Facility (Building 552) 
MacDill Air Force Base, Florida 



FIGURE 2-1 - Approximate Location of Aerospace Ground Equipment Facility in relation to 1 00-year Floodplain. 
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Table 2.1 Comparison of EnYironmental Consequences 

Renovation and Small addition for Aerospace Ground Equipment Facility (Building 552) 

MacDill AFB. Florida 

Alternative A-
Alternative B-

Alternative C-
Environmental Resources Construct/Demolish AGE 

Proposed Action 
Facilitv No Action Alternative 

Air Quality Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- No Impact 
Long-term- No Impact Long-term- No Impact Long-term- No Impact 
Cumulative- No lmnact Cumulative No lmnact Cumulative - No Impact 

Noise Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- No Impact 
Long-term- No Impact Long-term -No Impact Long-term- No Impact 
Cumulative- No Impact Cumulative- No Impact Cumulative- No Impact 

Hazardous Materials/Wastes/Stored Fuels Short-term- Afinor Adverse Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term -No Impact 
Long-term- No Impact Long-term- No Impact Long-term -No Impact 
Cumulative- No Impact Cumulative- No Impact Cumulative No Impact 

Water Resources Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term -No Impact 
Long-term- No Impact 
Cumulative- No l~oact 

Long-term- No Impact 
Cumulative- No Iffioact 

Long-term -No Impact 
Cumulative- No h~oact 

Floodplains Short-term- No Impact Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- No Impact 
Long-ter:n- Minor Bene~~:al Long-term- Minor Adverse Long-term- No Impact 
Cumulative- Minor Bene 1cial Cumulative- Minor Adverse Cumulative- No Impact 

Transportation Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- No Impact 
Long-term- Minor Beneficial Long-term- Minor Beneficial Long-term- Minor Adverse 
Cumulative- Minor Ben~.fi~ial Cumulative- Minor Beneficial Cumulative- Minor Adverse 

Safety and Occupational Health Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- Minor Adverse Short-term- Minor Adverse 
Long-term- Minor Beneficial Long-term- No Impact Long-term- Minor Adverse 
Cumulative - Minor Beneficial Cumulative- No !~pact Cumulative - Minor Adverse 

Socioeconomics Short-term- Minor Beneficial Short-term- Minor Beneficial Short-term- Minor Beneficial 
Long-term- Minor Beneficial Long-term- No Impact Long-term- No Impact 
Cumulative- Minor Ben~fi~ial Cumulative- No Irimact Cumulative -No lmnact 

Biological Resources Short-term- No Impact Short-term- No Impact Short-term- No Impact 
Long-term -No Impact Long-term - No Impact Long-term- No Impact 
Cumulative- No lmnact Cumulative- No Impact Cumulative - No Impact 
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' Alternative B -
Environmental Resouoces Alternative A -

Construct/Demolish AGE 
Alternative C -

Proposed Action 
Faeility 

No A>:tion Alternative 

Oeolog)' and Soils Shmt-term- No fmpacl ~ ShorH~rm - No Impact Short-term- No lmpad 
Long-term- Nn !mpacl j Long-term ~No Impact Long-term - No Impact 

............... --~~-~mulatlv.; - NQ lm~cl ! Cumulative - tJo Impact Cumulative· No Impact 
' Cultural Resources Sh<HNerm ·No lmpact · Short-tenn- No Impact Short-term- No Impact 

Long-term- No Impact Long-term - No Impact Long-term- No Impact 

-·~. 
Cumulative- No Impact Cumulative - No Impact Curnu_!~!!~~--~-~o imr.,act 

: Environmental Justice ShorHerm • No impact Short-term- No Impact Short-term- No Impact 
Long-term· ~o Impact Long-term- No Impact Long-t-erm- No Impact 
Cumulative- Ko Impact Cumulative -No J mpact Cumulative· No Impact 

: Airspace and Airfield Operations Sh-ort-term- No Impact Short-term- N-o Impact Short-term- 1\o Impact 

' Loog-rerm- .lt..finor Beneficwl Long-term - Mirwr &neficia{ Long-term- ,tffnor Adverse 
' Cumulative- Mmor Benef!cial Cur.ut!ati\ee- Minor Beneficial Cumulative- No Impact ' ' 
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REQUEST FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 
Repott Control Symbol 

RCS: 26103-14 
INSTRUCTIONS: I Sec/.ton I to be C1JITIP/etfld by Proponent Sect.Ons II and //Ito be oomp/eted by Envtonmental PlanninQ Funcbon Coll(inue on separate sheels 35 

necessary. Refer9f!C#I appropriate Item number(s} 

SECnON 1- PROPONENT INFORMATION 

1 TO (Et111tonmental PlaMing Function} 2. FROM (Proponent Oraantzation and fut>C1JOI'Ial eddress $viiibOii 2a. TELEPHONE NO 

6CES/CEV 
6CES/CEPP DSN 968-2543 

3. TITlE OF PROPOSED ACTION 

NVZR030 181, REP AIR & ADD TO AGE MAINTENANCE FACILITY, B552 

4 PURPOSE AND NEEU FOR ACTION lldenlify decision to be mad$ and need datoJ 

(See attached) 

5 DESCRI?TION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES DOPAAI fProvirkl &ufriCI8nl detais frx evaluation of the tolal action 

(See attached) 

6 PROPONENT APPROVAL I Name and Gnlde & SIGNATURE 6b. OATE 

Stephan C. Boyd Ay>~~~~ 18 Sep 03 

SECTION II - PREUMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY {CtlllckifPI"'¢atebounddesdiepo~entiaJ 
erwronmental effacts lfldurf1111J cvmulawe effects) {hposlf.te effect: 0"110 effect;- " lldverse effect U=unknown effec1) + 0 - u 

7. AIR INSTALLATION COMPA TlBLE USE ZONE/lAND USE (Noise. ~ polen/ial, encroechmenl. etc.} j7 ~ , f :J!) -v---
8. AJR QUALITY (EmtSSIOM. attainment status, state ltr!pletne~an, otc.} # 3 9- r.-5 ./ 
9. WATER RESOURCES (Qualify, quentty, soc.m~, etc.) ( 'Yv\~ ~ .. , ·!f> q M.,....- 5 ./ 

10. SAFETY ANO OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH (A~IVchemlc81 e~. explosives sa(~ diStance, brd/Widllo \/" 
arcralt hazard. etc.} I t) JA.rD~ 

11. HAZARDOUS MATERIALSIWASTE (~agelgenetaiiOII, $01/d waste, etc.) ~ ') lltt'I"''Z.. ()S' ~ -~ ~ '1 ?, ~ 
12. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES (Wetland$1f100dp/alns, tiYeatened or~ specie!, etc.> fit 'f 1/q/c> 7 

13. CULTURAL RESOURCES (Native Amencan burtal sles. archaeologic81, hts/oi'>Cal, etc.} / 3 ~1- aj y 

14. GEOLOGY AND SOILS (ropography, trllflflnlls. geolherm91, Installation ReS/ofatbn Program, seismldy. etc;_})( Jt:tl !;((' / 
15 SOCIOECONOMIC (Employtnent/populstion proJectiOn$. $dJOOI and loc8l fiSCal~. etc.} .P d' ~ 9 ~J ~/" 

" 16. OTHER (Pote11JJ81/mpacts not llddreS!ed above.} 

SECnON Ill - ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS DETERMINAnON 

17. 
PROPOSED ACTION OUALIF1ES FOR CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION (CATEX) I · OR 

X PROPOSED ACTION DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR A CATEX; FURTHER ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS IS REQUIRED. 

18 REMARKS 

MacDlll AFB is located In a maintenance area for the following criteria pollutants: Ozone. Direct emissions from construction and 
indirect emissions from visiting traffic and/or follow-on operations, when totaled are less than the de minimus amounts in 40 CFR 
93.153; therefore, a confonnity detennination is not required. 

19 ENVIRONMENTAL PlANNING FUNCTION CERTIFICATION 19 a SIGNATURE 19 b. DATE 
(Name and Glade) 

~ Uo ~!l5 DONALD J. HALPIN, Colonel, USAF 
Vice Commander 

... 
'--"" 

AF FORM 813, 19990901 (EF-V1) THIS FORM CONSOLIDATES AF FORMS 813 AND 814. PAGE OF PAGE(Sl 



AF Fonn 813 (Continued) 
Building 552 Renovation 

4.0 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION: 

An adequately sized, organized and equipped facility is required to improve the maintenance 
specialists' efficiency and ability to service and repair Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE), and 
encourage pride of ownership in their workplace. Maintenance of AGE is conducted in facility 
552. This building was originally constructed in 1942 and added onto in 1967 with an addition 
that doubled the size of the original building. The ceilings and door heights are too low to allow 
entry of some AGE. Roof trusses support members are termite damaged and their placements 
interferes with movement of equipment Mechanical exhaust equipment has failed and requires 
replacement. Administrative offices were constructed through self-help efforts and are not 
centrally located, nor acoustically separate from the shop areas. Interior and exterior finishes are 
outdated and do not meet the base's architectural standards. The restroom facilities are 
inconveniently located in a connecting building. The chain hoist is not rated for some of the 
heavier pieces of AGE. Windows do not meet current Force Protection standards nor are they 
energy efficient. There is no defined main entrance to the building and visitors can easily enter 
directly into a service/maintenance area. Lighting fixtures are outdated and inefficient. 
Overhead doors are hard to maintain and difficult to operate. Access to the parking area is off a 
poorly designed intersection which has resulted in several vehicular accidents. 

Completion of this repair project would provide a modern and efficient work environment and 
meet the aforementioned needs. 

5.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES: 

5.1 Proposed Action - Completely renovate the interior and exterior of the existing 
facility and construct a small addition. Proposed repairs and addition would consist of the 
following. The existing flat (built-up) roof would be completely removed and replaced with a 
pitched, standing seam metal roof that meets base architectural standards. The painted concrete 
masonry unit block walls of the facility would be cleaned and an exterior stucco coating would 
be applied to the wall to meet base architectural standards. All of the existing windows in the 
facility would be removed and replaced with modem, energy efficient windows. All of the 
exterior doors would be removed and replaced. The interior of the facility which consists 
primarily of an open warehouse-style floor plan with a line of offices and store rooms along one 
wall, would be completed gutted. The interior of the facility would be reconfigured so that all of 
the office/administrative/storage space would be consolidated and relocated to the west end of 
the building. A new entry way extending out from the building would be constructed at the 
western end of the building to create a defined entry point for the facility. The eastern three
quarters of the building would remain open warehouse-type space. Portions of the existing 
parking lot, which do not meet current force protection standards due to the proximity to the 
building, would be removed and the remaining portion of the parking lot would be expanded. 
Once expanded, the entire parking area would be repaved to create a unifonn appearance. The 
new parking area would include new curb and gutter to insure the proper management of 
stonnwater. The entire facility would be landscaped to meet base architectural standards. 

In addition to the proposed renovation activities, this project would construct a high bay 
maintenance area at the northwest end of the building. The high bay maintenance area would be 
constructed of concrete masonry unit block with a standing seam metal roof to match the rest of 
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AF Form 813 (Continued) 
Building 552 Renovation 

the building. Included in the project is the demolition of an obsolete wash rack and its associated 
equipment. The wash rack and associated equipment would be removed and disposed and the 
area would be repaved with asphalt. 

5.2 Replacement Alternative- Construct a new AGE Support Facility to replace Building 
552. Project construction would consist of the following: Demolition of the existing AGE 
building (Building 552), then construction of concrete foundation, elevated in accordance with 
FEMA to 11.5 feet above mean sea level with concrete masonry unit wal1s, a standing seam 
metal roof system, stucco exterior, fire detection/suppression systems, HV AC, emergency 
power, associated site utilities, parking, perimeter security, grading and landscaping. The new 
AGE building would be constructed in the same location as the existing AGE building. This 
alternative was not selected due to cost considerations. Construction of a new facility, including 
demolition of the existing building, was estimated to cost $5. 7M. The 1391 for construction of a 
new AGE Support Facility is attached. Renovation of Building 552, estimated to cost $3.0M, 
would still meet all the operational needs of the AGE organization and provide them with a 
modem updated facility. Consequently, the replacement alternative was not selected. 

5.3 Use of Other Existing Facilities Alternative -There are no vacant on-base facilities 
of suitable size or configuration available on MacDill AFB, particularly along the flight apron 
where the AGE must be located to provide operations support. The primary duties of the AGE 
operation include scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, delivering equipment to the flight 
line and back shops, and procuring replacement parts. A location in close proximity to the flight 
apron is critical to insure efficient operation for the AGE organization. Leasing an off-base 
facility is not a viable alternative given the function of the AGE organization which is to provide 
flightline support. The AGE organization must be located near the flight apron and there are no 
off-base locations near the flight apron. 

5.4 No Action Alternative- Do no repairs or construction to the AGE Maintenance facility 
(Bldg 552). The building would continue to be inadequately sized, impairing the AGE 
personnel's efficiency and ability to service the equipment. The offices will not to be centrally 
located, nor acoustically separate from the shop areas. Mechanical and other equipment will not 
be serviced. 

6.0 CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION: Although this AGE project is extensively renovation, 
there are portions of the project (high bay addition, entryway addition, and parking lot 
reconfiguration) that do not meet the criteria for a categorical exclusion (CATEX); 
consequently, an Environmental Assessment is required. 
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AppendixB 

Consistency Statamant 

Envfronmental Assessment for 

Construct Addiflon, Repair and Renovato 
ltl~Yirior and E-of AGE Faci1ilyl 

Building 552 
MacDill AFB. Florida 

APPENDIXB 
CONSISTENCY STATEMENT 

This consistency statement will examine the potential environmental consequences of the 
Proposed Action and ascertain the extent to which the consequences of the Proposed 
Action are consistent with the objectives of Florida Coastal Management Program 
(CMP). 

Of the Florida Statutory Authorities included in the CMP, impacts in the following areas 
are addressed in the EA: beach and shore preservation (Chapter 161), historic 
preservation (Chapter 267), economic development and tonrism (Chapter 288), public 
transportation (Chapters 334 and 339), saltwater living resources (Chapter 370), living 
land and freshwater resource (Chapter 372), water resources (Chapter 373), 
environmental control (Chapter 403), and soil and water conservation (Chapter 582). 
This consistency statement dlscnsses how the proposed options may meet the CMP 
objectives. 

CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION 

Chapter 161: Beach and Shore Preservation 

No disturbsnees to the base's canals are foreseen under the Proposed Action or 
Alternative Actions. 

Chapter 267: Historic Preservation 

The Air Foree and the Florida State Histnric Preservation Officer have determined that 
there are two areas on MacDill AFB with buildings that are potentially eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places. Facility 552, identified for renovation under the 
Proposed Action, is located in the MacDill Field Historic Districts and consultations 
between the Air Force and State Historical Preservation Officer have been completed. 

Chapter 288: Economic Development and Tourism 
' 

The EA presents the new employment impact and net income impact of the Proposed 
Action and alternatives. The options would not have significant adverse effect-s on any 
key Florida industries or economic diversification efforts. 

The EA quantitatively addresses potential impacts to transportation systems and planning 
and implementation of transportation improvements. 
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Appendix B 

Conslst<ncy statement 

Chapter 372: Saltwater Living Resources 

Environmental Assessment for 
ConSifllct Addllion, Repair and Renovat• 

lnlerior and Exterior of AGE Facility/ 
Building 552 

MacDiU AFB, Flotlde 

The EA addres:;es potential impacts to local water bodies. Water quality impacts were 
surveyed for existing conditions at the Proposed Action and alternatives. Results indicate 
that no impacts would result from the Proposed Action or alternatives. 

Chapter 372: Living Land and Freshwater Resources 

Threatened and endangered species, major plant communities, conservation of native 
habitat, and mitigation of potential impacts to the resources are addressed in the EA. The 
Proposed Action and alternatives would not result in permanent disturbance to native 
habitat and should not impact threatened or endangered species, 

Chapter 373: Water Resources 

There would be no impacts to surfuce water or groundwater quality under the Proposed 
Action or alternatives as discussed in the EA. 

Chapter 403: Environmental Control 

The EA addresses the issues of conservation and protection of environmentally sensitive 
living resources; protection of groundwater and surface water quality and quantity; 
potable water supply; protection of air quality; minimization of adverse hydrogeologic 
impacts; protection of endangered or threatened apecies; solid, sanitary, and hazardous 
waste disposal; and protection of floodplains and wetlands. Where impacts to these 
resources can be identified, possible mitigation measures are suggested. Implementation 
of mitigation will, for the most part, be the responsibility ofMacDill AFB. 

Chapter 582: Soil and Water Conservation 

The EA addresses the potential of the Proposed Action and alternatives to disturb soil and 
presents possible measures 1o prevent or minimize soil erosion. Impacts to groundwater 
and surfuce water resources also arc discussed in the EA. 

CONCLUSION 

The Air Force finds that the conceptual Proposed Action and alternatives plans presented 
in the EA are consistent with Florida's CMP. 
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Sfato of Florida } 
County of Hillsborough } ss. 

THE TAMPA TRIBUNE 
Published Daily 

Tampa, Hillsborough County, Florida 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

The Air Force (AF) Is Inviting public review and 
comment on AF Environmental Impact Analysis 
Process (EIAP) documents for renovation oflhe 
Aerospace Ground Equipment Facility project 

Before the undersigned authority personally appeared c. Pugh, who on oath says that she Is the Advertising at MacDill ftjr Force Base. "'Il'i$ project involves 
Supervisor of The Tampa Tribune, a daily newspaper pubJ'tshed at Tampa In Hillsborough County, Florida; !hotlh•• I extensive interior and exterior renovation of 1he 
attached copy o! adllertisernent being a AGE facility including construction of a small 
---~------_:_--~~!!£~:§._--------------1 high bay maintenance ama additiQn and new 

was newspaper 
MARCH 

Affiant further says that the said The Tampa Tribune is a newspaper published at Tampa in said Hillsborough 

Florida, and that the said newspaper has heretofore been continuously published in said H::=~~~;::;~C~j 
each day and has been entered as second class mall matter at the post office in Tampa. in said 
Florida for a period of one year next preceding the first publication of the attached copy of advertisement; and 
further says that she has neither paid nor promised any person, this advertisement for r the said 

Sworn to and subscribed by me, this 
m MARCH 

Personally Known~or Produce<! Identification __ 
Type of Identification Produced. _______ _ 

15 day 
, A.D. 20 -"0"-5 __ 

~f>.?-'f Pu<l OFi!JCJAL NOTARY SEAL 

~~· :rf, SUSIE LEE SlATO~ * -_ ' * COMt.lfSSfON NUMBER 
t!l ·if DOOOOOBO 
"~"~ if MY COMMISSION EXP 

~f\.' .&.PAlL 16. ?QOS 

entryway. This action Is being completed to 
provide a modem work environment, improving 
the maintsnance specialists' e!flclency and 

MacDill AFB has evaluated this action in 
accordance wHh Executive Order 11988 -
Floodplain Management, and beileves there is 
no practical alternative to construction wHhin 
the floodplain. 

Noti~te of Availability 
The EIAP documents satisfy the requirements 
of the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA). The· documents are available for 
public review and comment beginning March 
14th, 2005 at the Tampa/Hillsborough County 
Public Library, located at 900 N. Ashley Drive, 
Tampa, FL 33606. The dOcuments may be 
found In the Humanities SE>ctlon of the Main 
Library. The comment parlod will close on April 
13, 2005. Address written comments to the 6 
AMW Public Affairs, 8209 Hangar Loop Drive, 
Suite 14, MacDIII AFB, FL 33621·5502. The 
telephone number Is (813) 828·2215. 



Aid, Report Says 
aid he didn'twant to com~ 
tt for publication on the 
;ibility that another person 
involved in the kill:lngs. He 
the frunlly is in dle process 
elling the 50 vehicles re
rllng in the inventory of the 
ple' s business, Car Scarcl\4 

1ke Kaiser said prosecutors 
prepared the family for 

ben's not guilty plea. It's 
of the process of getting 

case to trial, Mike Kaiser 

ihey have so much over~ 
tming evidence," he said. 

1e affidavit makes the first 
i.e mention of a possible 
mplice in the slayings . of 
Kaisers at their c;:ar busi" 
and homcat lOOSN. Gor
St. The· Kaisers markeied 
vehicles over the lntemet. 

l'bile at this location the 
1dant arranged a robbery 
tke pJace.'' the affidavit 
in part 

e Kaisers were each shot 
e back of the head, and 
bodies were found in the 
: room, McDaniel Said. 

Wibhen took the OU' title and 
keys from Heather Kaiser's 
desk whne she was still silting 
there, the affidavit says. McDa
niel wouldn't say whether 
Heather Ka.iserv.'as alive at that 
time. . 

Wibben altered the car title 
and ·was arrested last month 
after he tried ta register the car 
in l.ee County, police said. 

McDaniel said a ballistics , 
test links a 9 mm Ruger semi
automatic-pistol found in Wib
ben's rented room. with the 
slayings. One of t.he stolen lap· 
tops was found at the home of 
one of Wibben's Fort Myers 
neighbors, and the other was 
located at a pawn ahop, Plant 
Clty police Capt. Darrell WU-
sons.aid. ' 

-The 6~foot-2, 155-pouild 
Wibhen had no prior arrests 
for crlrues of violence, .Wilson 
said. 

Wibbj'!"n was being held 
without bail Thursday at Fal
kenburgllmldJail. 

-KiahySteeleamtrlbmed 
to thl$ report. lleporter Daw 
Nkholsoncanl:Tenach&iat(813J 
754·3765. 

Elementary School 
rcr.her that as soon as one 
)! bus passed. Mike was to 
for it," Krause said. But 
the bu.•;; passed, it blocked 
's view of a souilibound 
Hyundai Elantra. and the 
~ into the passing car, 
1esaid. 

rr Creek's principal, Paula 
, found the boy respon· 
;t paramedics, said Pinel
:hools spokesman Ron 

: driver's side-view mir-
15 knocked off, and there 
mt in the door the mirror 
ched to, Krause said. 

The drive! of the Hyundai, 
Darlene Diaz, .38, of St. Peters
burg. was not charged, Krause 
said. 

"The Pinellas County School 
Board did nothing wrong, •· 
Krause said. 

Austin Polk feels really bad 
about the crossing instructions 
he gave his little brother, 
Krause said. 

ReporterAdamEn~contrlb-
uted tv this report. Reporter Ste
phen '/1wmpst>n can be roached 
at(727) 823-3303, 

T90.cmn +THE TAMPA TRIBUNE+ I'RIDAY, MARCH tt, 21105 + MITRO• 7 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

The Air Force (AF) is inviting public review and 
comment on AF Envlronmarrtallmpact Analysis 
Process (EIAP) documents for renovation of the 
Aerospace Ground Equipment Facility project 
at MacDill Air Force Base. The project involves 
extensive interior and exterior renovation of the 
AGE facility including construction of a small 
high bay maintenance area addition and new 
entryway. This action is being completed to· 
provide a modem work environment, improving 
the maintenance specialists' efficiency and 
ability to service and repair AGE at the base. 
MacDill AFB has evaluated this action In 
accordance with Executive Order 11988 -
Floodplain Management, and believes there is 
no practical alternative to conatructlon within 
the floodplain. 

' 

Notice of AvailabilitY 
The EIAP documents satisfy the requirements 
of the National Environmental Polley Act 
(NEPA). The documents are available for 
public review and comment beginning March 
14th, 2005 et the Tampa/Hillsborough County 
Public Library, located at 900 N. Ashley Drive, 
Tampa, FL 33606. The documents may be 
found in the Humanities Section of the Main 
Library. The comment period will close on April 
13, 2005. Address written comments to the 6 
AMW Public Affairs, 8209 Hangar Loop Drive, 
Suite 14, MacDill AFB, FL 33621-5502. The 
telephone number is (813) 828-2215. 

.. 
Hillsborough 

County 

Public 
Hearing 

~toiTBOSBildgetto 
Appropriate V-ticipatedRev-

Your Hillsborough County Commissioners wl!J hnld a public hearing: 
on M:trch 16, at 2 p.m. in the 2nd Floor Boardroom of County 
Center. 601 E. Koonerlv Hlvd in ;knvntnwn 1'""'"'" 



Department of 

Environmental Protection 

Jeb Bush 

Mr. Jason J. Lichtenstein 
6 CES/CEVQ 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas Building 
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard 
Tallahassee Florida 32399-3000 

March 22, 2005 

261 0 Pink Flamingo A venue, Room 31 0 
MacDill AFB, FL 33621 

Colleen M. Castille 

RE: Department of the Air Force- Environmental Assessment, Renovation and Small 
Addition for AGE Facility, MacDill Air Force Base- Hillsbvrough County, Florida. 
SAl# FL200503170596C 

Dear Mr. Lichtenstein: 

The Florida State Clearinghouse, pursuant to Presidimtial ExecutiVe Order 12372, 
Gubernatorial Executive Order 95-359, the Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1451-
1464, as amended, and the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321, 4331-4335, 
4 341-434 7, as amended, has coordinated a review of the referen~ed environmental assessment. 

The Florida Department of Environmental Pnltection (DEP), Division of Waste 
Management notes that the proposed work are~ includes an Oil/Water Separator site, SWMU 29 
(closed), Site 38 (undergoing remediation) and SWMU 61, a groundwater solvent plume site. 
DEP staff offers the following comments: 

l. Please ensure that the locations ofSWMU 29 and Site 38 are surveyed in to known 
benchmarks or that high precision GPS coordinates are obtained. Location data should be 
preserved and made available as needed for our records or for assessment/remediation, as 
appropriate. 

2. Since the construction area is located on contaminated or closed contaminated sites, 
please be advised that access and soil and/or groundwater sampling activities may be 
required in the future. 

3. Buildings constructed over groundwater areas with volatile organic compound (VOC) 
contamination risk possible indoor air quality degradation as a result of contaminant 
volatilization and upward migration through foundation materials. This is especially true 
with the SWMU 61 groundwater plume. Measures to prevent air quality degradation 
should be considered when designing new or renovated facilities in this area. 

Prlnt.ed on recycled ~r. 



Mr. Jason J, Lichtenstein 
March 22, 2005 
Page2 of2 

------4. . When-construction over-the subject contaminated-sites occurs, please-continue~ -
coordinate with Mr. RJehard Burnette in the MaeDill Air Force Base Environmental 
Office. 

For further information, please contact Mr. James Cason, Professional Geologi~ Dji;P 
Bureau of Waste Cleanup at (850) 245-8999. .. '· 

Based on the infonnation contained in the environmental assessment and colpments 
provided by our reviewing agencies~ the state has determined that, at this,~'' the proposed 
activity is consistent with the Florida Coastal Management Program (FC~ .. 'nte applicant 
must, however, address the concerns identified by DEP staff prior to pr~jl!iplementation. 
The state's continued concurrence with the project will be based, in ~.~11-'~e adequate 
resolution of issues identified during this and subsequent reviews~ ~e--'$latfs final concurrence 
of the project's consistency with the FCMP will be determined duf~e environmental 
permitting stage. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this proi'lCt· lt'you have any questions regarding 
this letter, please contact Ms. Lauren P. Milligan at.(85i)j 245-2163. 

Sally B. Mann, Director 
Office of Intergovernmental Programs 

SBM/lm 



FROM: 6 CESICD 

Dli:PARTME.'IT OF THE AIR FORCE 
6TH AIR MOBILITY WING (AMC) 

MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA 

·~9549 Koger Blv~Smterrr· 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33702 

7621 Hillsborough Loop Drive 
MacDill AFB Florida 33621-5207 

SUBJECT: US Fish and Wildlife Service Coordination for Renovation of the Aerospace Ground 
Equipment (AGE) Facility on MacDill Air Foree Base (AFB). 

1. The US Air Foree intenda to renovate the interior arul exterior of the existing AGE Facility 
(Building 552) to provide a modem work environment, improving the maintenance specialists' 
efficiency arul ability to service and repair AGE at the base. The layout of the new AGE Facility 
would be constructed in the same area as the existing facility but would be redesigned slightly to 
meet the cummt operational needs of the AGE organization arul its personnel along with 
applicable force protection requirements. Tbe Proposed Action involves extensive interior arul 
exterior renovation of the AGE facility including construelion of a small bigb bay maintenance 
area addition and new enttyway. Proposed repairs and addition would oonsist of the following. 
The existing flat (built-up) roof would be completely removed arul replaced with a pitched, 
standlng seam metal roof that meets base arcbitec:tunll standards. Tbe painted concrete masonry 
uuit block walls of the facility would be cleaned arul an exterior stucco coating would be applied 
to the wall to meet base architec:tunll standards. All of the exiting windows in the facility would 
be removed and replaced with modem. energy efficient wiadows. All of the exterior doors 
would be removed arul replaced. Tbe existing parking lot would be reconfigured to meet current 
force protection standards. 

2. A representative from the MacDill AFB Natural Resources staff surveyed the site to 
determine if any threatened or endangered species inhabit the site. No threatened or endaogeted 
species were observed on the site. The site has not been identified as critical habitat for any 
threatened or endengered species. 

3. MacDill AFB believes that the proposed construction project would not adversely impact 
threatened or endaogured species. If the US Fish arul Wildlife Service agrees with this 
assessment, please document your eoncunence bY stamp or signing where iadicated below. If 
you would like tn inspect the proposed construetion site, please contact the MacDill AFB Natoral 
Resources staff. 

AMC· 

FWSL<>t!No ... Z. oJ"f 

The pmp<)Std uction is l'!Ot likely to advene\y affi:Gt resourees 
<){«:ted by the Endangered Species Act of !973, as amended ITo U.S.C, !S:H et seq.) This finding fulfilb the requ1remcn1S 

QftheAct. 



' 

4. If you have any questions or require additional information on the proposed project, please 
contact Mr. Jason Kirkpatrick at (813) 828-0459. 

/~J~S-13 
Deputy Base Civil Engineer 

Attaclunents: 
Figure 1-1 Project Location and Vicinity Map, MacDill Air Force Base, Florida 
Figure 2-1 Approximate Location of AOE in Relation to the Coastal Floodplain 
Figure 3-1 Demo Existing Interior Office and Storage Space 
Figure 3-2 Proposed Worlc- West End ofBuiJd.ins 552 
Figure 3-3 Proposed Worl<- East End ofBuiJd.ins 552 
Figure 4-1 Site Plan 
Figure 4-2 Demolition Plan 

lstlild, US Fish & Wildlife Service 
Date 

MEMORANDUM FOR 6 CES/CD 

The US Fish and Wildlife Service agrees that tha proposed construction project described above 
will not adversely impact threatened or endangered species on MacDill Air Force Base. 

US Fish and Wildlife Service ~ve 

AMC-GLOBAL REACH FOR AMERICA 



FLORIDADEPARTMENTOFSTATF 
Glenda E. Hood 

Secretary of State 
DIVISION OF HISTORICAL RESOURCES 

4 3/l:t.: 
Ccv __ 

CEC. 
C\':_v __ 

Lieutenant Colonel Anthony A. Foti 
Department of the Air Force 
6CES/CC 

March 12, 2004 

7621 

RE: DHR Project File Number: 2003-6011-C 
Mitigation for the Adverse Effect Resulting fonn the Renovation of Building 552 Air Ground 
Equipment Facility. MacDill Air Force Base, Hillsborough County 

Dear Lt. Cot Foti: 

Our office received and reviewed the above referenced project in accordance with Section W6 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended and 36 CFR Part 800: Protection of Historic 
Properties. 

We note that Building 552 (8Illi315) is a oontributingresource to the MacDill Field Historic District. 
Based on the information provided, this office concurs with the finding that the proposed underta1Gng 
will have an adverse effect on the historic character of Building 552. 

This office concurs with your justification that in order for MacDill AFB to achieve the operational 
needs of the 6th Maintenance Squadron, Building 552 will need to be modified, 

To mitigate the adverse effect, MacDill AFB has provided Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) 
Level ill documentation for Building 552. It is the opinion of this office that the HABS documentation 
will serve as adequate mitigation for the adverse effect. 

If you have any questions concemlng our comments, please contact Scott Edwards, Historic 
Preservationist~ by electronic mail sedwards@dos.state.jl,us, or at 850-245..()333 or 80(}.&47-7278. 

Sincerely, 

Frederick Gaske, Acting Director, and 
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer 

500 S. Bronough Street • Tallahassee, .FL 32399-{)250 • http:/lwww .flheritage.com 

Cl Director's Offke 
(850) 245-6300 • FAX: 2454135 

r1 Ard•lleological Rnern:h 
(850) :z45...6444 • FAX: 24.H436 

li'1 Hist<Jrk J're~Jervllffon 
(SSO) 245-6333 • FAX: 245-6437 

CJ Historical Museums 
(850) 245-6400 • FAX: 245--6433 

CJ Palm Beadi Regional Office 
(561) 279-1475 • FAX: 279-1476 

l'l St, Augustine Regional Office r:J Tampa Regiunal Offi<e 
(904) 825-5045 • FAX: 825-5044 (813) 272-3643 • FAX: 272~2340 



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
6TH AIR MOBILITY WING (AMC) 

MACDILL Am FORCE BASE, FLORIDA 

MEMORANDUM FOR DMSION OF IDSTORIC RESOURCES 
R.A GRAY BUILDJNG 
500SOUTHBRONOUGHSTIUffiT 
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32399-0250 

FROM: 6 AMWICC 
8202 Hangar Loop Drive, Suite 1 
MacDiiiAFBFL 33621 

17 AUG Zll04 

!. The U.S. Air Force intends to extensively renovate the current Air Ground Equipment (AGE} 
facility (Building 552) to provide an updated, efficient operation area fur the AGE operation. 
MacDill AFB coordinated the proposed renovation with your office through written 
correspondence and your office approved the proposed mitigation for adverse effilct on Mareh 
12, 2004 (Attachment 2). 1n accordsnce with the National Historic Preservation Act Section I 06, 
MacDill AFB is required to implement a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the State 
Hisroric Preservation Offioe. Once signed the MOA will be submitted to the Advisory Council 
on Historic Preservation, which will complete the process. 

2. The MOA has been signed by the MacDiU AFB wing commander (Attac!nnent 1). Please 
sign the MOA where indicated and return to ille following address: 

Mr. Jason Kirkpatrick 
6CES/CEVN 
2610 Pink Flamingo A venue, Bldg 147 
MacDill AFB FL 33621-5207 

3. If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Mr. Jason 
Kirkpatrick at (313) 828-0459. 

Attac!nnents: 
I. MOA for Renovation ofFacility 552 
2. SHPO letter, Mareh 12, 2004 

' 

OOl<t"tiDJ. HALPIN, Colonel, USAF 
Commander 

3. Adverse Effect Resulting from Renovation of Building 552 at MacDill AFB, 15 Oct 03 

AMC-GLOBAL REACH FOR AMERICA 

' 



• 



Ma~ 04 05 09 : 02a 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

\:\,1ffiREAS, MacDill Air :Force Base (AFB) bas detennined that the renov.:~.tion of 
Building #5521 a contributing :;truclure in the proposed MacDill Field Historic District, 
will have an adverse e~fect on that structure, and has consulted v.i.th the Florida State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) pursuatJt to 36 CFR Part 800, regulations 
implementing Section 106 ofthe National Historic Preservation Act (16 V.S.C. 470f); 

NOW, THEREFORE, MacDill AFB and SHPO agree that the undertaking shall 
be implemented in accordance with the following stipulation in order to take into account 
the effect of the undt:."ttaking on hi:,1.oric properties. 

Stipulations 

Mac Dill AFB wj]} ewure that the following measures are carried out: 

1. Ma.cDill AFB ::;hall submit a copy of Historic American Building Survey Level 
m documentation for Building No. 552 to the Florida SHPO. 

Ex..ecution of this Memorandum of Agreement by MacDill AFB and the Fle>rida 
SHPO and implementation of its terms arc evidence that Mac Dill AFB ha.;; a-fforded the 
Council an opportunity to comment on the demolition and it~ effect on hi~toric properties, 
and that MacDill AFB bas taken into account the ctlects of the undertaking on historic 
properties. 

B~ ·- Date: _1_1_;_~_,A-e9-_CtJ___..:]' ____ _ 

-:A.....Q. :.Q. \-1 c:...Q..__ Date: \4v vrl::.;~; Joo'-' 

p.3 

Floridll'.State Historic Preservation Officer DHR'j Proj e~t File No. 2(103-6 01 1 -E 



c:.:c_v __ 
C\=c 
CB7 

FLORIDADEPARTMBNTOFSTATE 
Glenda E. Hood 
Secretaty of State 

DIVISION OF HISI'OR!CAL RESOURCES 

Lieutenant Colonel Anthony A. Foti 
Department of the Air Force 
6CESICC 
7621 Hillsborough Loop Drive 
MacDill AFB, Florida 33621·5207 

RE: DHRProjeetFile Number: 2003-6011-C 

MacDill Air Foroe Bnse, Hillsborough C<>Unty 

Denr Lt. Col. Foti: 

Maroh 12, 2004 

Air Ground 

Our office received and reviewed the above referet)Ced project in accordance with Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended and 36 CFR Part800: Protection of Historic 
Properties. 

We note that Building 552 (8HI5315) is a contributing resource to the MacDill Field Historic District. 
Based on the information provided, this office concurs with the finding that the proposed undertaking 
will have an adverse effect on the historic character of Building 552. 

This office concurs with your justification that in order for MacDill AFB to acltieve the operetional 
needs of the 6"' Maintenance Squadron, Building 552 will need to be modified. 

To mitigate the edverse effect, MacDill AFB has provided Historic Ametican Buildings Survey (.HA.BS) 
Level m documenmtion foe Building 552. It is the opinion of this office that the HAB8 documentation 
will serve as adequate mitigation for the adverse effect. 

If you have any questions concerning out comments, please contact Soott Edwa.rds, Historic . 
Preservationist, by electronic mail sedwar&@dos.state.jl.us, or at 850-245-6333 or 800-847-7278. 

Sincerely, 

Frederick Gaske, Acting Director, and 
Deputy State Historic Preserv';ltion Officer 

SOO S. Bronongb Street • Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250 • http~/www.flheritage.oom 

' 

0 Dln:ctor'& Office 
(851)) 245-<300 • FA}(, 245-0435 

0 Archawloglcal Resean:h 
(850} 245-64« • FAX: 245-6436 

It! Historic: Preservation 
(850) 245-6333 • FAX: 24S-6437 

0 Historlcal Mu11eums 
{850) 245.6400 ~-FA-X; 245-6i33 

0 Palm Beaclt Regit»W Office 
{561)279-1475 • FAX: ZJ9..1476 



' 

~- .. -, 
MACDIL(; AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIVISION OF HISTORIC RESOURCES 

FROM: 6 CES/CC 
7621 'Hillsborough Loop Drive 
MacDill AFB 33621-5207 

~@tr !' s 211n 

SUBJECT: Adverse Effect Resulting froin Renovation of Building 552 at MacDill Air Faroe 
Base(AFB) 

I. MacDill AFB to renovate the inierior and exterior the Air Ground 

is not individually eligible for the national however, it is considered 
, eligible as part of a district. Building 552 was constructed in 1942 fur use as~ warehouse, but is 

used today as a maintenance facility. , A large addition was coustructed on the northern end of the 
building in 1967 which effectively doubled the size of the building. 

2. The proposed renovation activities will change the ,exterior and inierior appearance of 
, Building 552. Exterior renovations would includeyeplaeement of the exiating shallow-piteh 
asphalt slringle roof with a standing seam metal roof, replacement of the exterior mounted ' 
ventilation system, replacement of all windows and overhead doors, construction' of a small 

' addition for the high bay maintenance area on the back (northwest corner) of the buildfug, 
construction of a new entry way on the front (southeast corner} of the building, and finally the , 
application of stuC<:o on exterior walls. 

3. Interior renovations would involve replacement of the existing wooden rafters and support 
beams with steel web joists that apan the entire building, replacement of light fixtures, and 
reorgsnization of interior walls to create a consolidated edmlnistrative/office area. 

· 4. The planned ~ovations would result in some significant changes to the exterior and inierior 
of the building .. These changes are designed to improve the work environment and bring the 
fitcility into compliance with base architectural standards. Although the facility is not 
architecturally unique, individually eligible for the National Register, and bas been previously 
modified with a large eddition, the Alr Force finds that interior and exterior modification of 
Building 552, as proposed, would have an adverse effect on cultural resouroes at MaeDill AFB, 
Thorough documentation of the condition, constructiolls details, site-location, cost of 
construction, as well as photogrephic documentation of the building including large format black 
and white photographs, have baen prepared for Building 552 through completion of a Historic 
American Building Survey (HABS) of Mac Dill AFB in 1994. A copy of the HABS dara for 
Building 552ls attached. MacDl!l b<'Jieves that the extensive documentation of Building 552 
serves as mitigation for the adverse effect resulting fro~ the proposed renovation activities. 
MacDill AFB seeks concurrence from the State Historic Preservation Office that the proposed 
renovation of Building 552 wouJd have ail adverse effect on historic resources on MacDiU AFB 

' 



' 

but the HABS documentation will sufficiently mitigate the adverse effect. Consequently, we 
intend to proceed with proposed renovation of Building 552. If you agree, please sign where 
indicated below. · 

S. Please do not hesitate to call us for further clarification or discussion. If you have any 
question about the proposed renovation ofBuilding 552, please .contact Mr. Jason Kirkpatrick at 
(813) 828-0459. 

LfCol, USAF 
E . Squadron ngmeer 

Attachment: 
Historic A.tnerican Building Survey Documentation fur Building 552. 

MEMORANDUM FOR 6 CES/CC 

The State Historic Preservation Office concurs with MacD!U Air Force Base's finding that the 
proposed interior and exterior modifications to Building 552 will have .,; adverse effect on 
historic resources on the MacD!U Air Force Base; however, existing HABS documentation · 
serves as mitigation for the adverse effect and the Air Force may proceed with the proJiosed 
renovation activities. , 

JANETSNYDERMATI1IEWS Date 
State Historic Preservation Officer 

' 
' 
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_ update Version 1.1: 3/89 Recorder I ___ _ 

HISTORY. . 
ARCHITECT: . Dtartmeot of the 6m--Offi~. af .. the Ouartl\l'1!lilster Geom:al 
BUilDER: Amy Corps of Engineers . · · 
CONSTRUCTION DATE 1945 CIRCA N/A · RESTORATION DATES li/A 

. MODIFICATION DATE{S) 1967--Extended the bldg to the Northeast 
MOVE: . DATE lilA ORIGINAL LOCATION MacDill Alr Eoru Base1 florida 

: ORIGINAL USE(S): Malntlnji.Dce 
PRESENT USE(S): ...&lntenance 

DESCRIPTION 

' 

· STYLE: Military Vernacular 
PLAN: EXTERIOR: Recttowlar 

INTERIOR: · 
NOS: STORIES 1 OUTBLDGS · 0 .· •. PORCHES .-::0~-
STRUCTURAL SYSTEM1S): Con,rete Block & Waod Framing 

DORMERS 0 

EXTERIOR FABRIC(S : Concrete Block · 
FOUifDATION: TYP . Cgntinuous . · · . MATERIAL 

INFILL ,Unknown · · 
PORCHES: Hone 
ROOF: · TYPE Flat 

SECONDARY STRUCTURE 
CHIMNEY: NOS 0 MATERIAL N/A 
WINOO¥S: Hopner. 6 pane: DHS, 2/2 

a one concrete 

Concrete 

SURFACING Built-Up 

LOCATION 1!/A 

1907, the facility was e~l:en•~ed cost was 
bldg's roof ls flat wfvery low gable pitch to provide 

Large sash windows are common for this structure. Only the original 
port of the bldg has concrete block pilasters and wood columns & trusses 

· in Interior. The newer section's interior Is a clear span space. 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL. REMAINS AT THE SITE · 

FMSF ARCHAEOLOGICAL FORN COMPlETED? YES X NO {If YES, ATTACHMENT) 
ARTIFACTS OF OTHER REMAINS: 



,,_v_,,.,,._,~ ._. t..l<><-... rii«V<~ VI '0),1;11... 

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE: Military, Government/Po lit 1csjloca !/Engineering 
Bldg #552 has IIJQStly been used to service aircraft ground equipment. The 
service shop is located on the east of the Base's flight llne. The structure 
has always been considered as an aircraft operations support facility. 

ELIGIBLE FOR NAT. REGISTER? 
SIGNIF. PART OF DISTRICT?. 
SIGNIFICANT AT LOCAL LEVEL? 

_x_ YES ___ NO ___ LIKELY, NEED INFO ___ !NSF INFO 
_x_ YES ___ NO ___ LIKELY, NEED INFO ___ !NSF INFO 
_x_ YES ___ NO ___ LIKELY, NEED INFO ___ !NSF INFO 

RECORDER INFORMATION: NAME D.Durst/C.IIang. ColumbY$, Ohio • · · . 
OATE:. MONTH October , YEAR liia AFFILIATION Hardllnes: Design & Oe]lneatlon 

' - ' . . 
PHOTOGRAPHS (Attach a labeled print bigger than contact size) ..... · . 

· LOCATION OF NEGATIVES: Macom AFB. Envlr. Managem1mt. Base Hlstorlc Pres. Qfflcer 
·NEGATIVE NUMBERS: Roll: Z/Frames: 30·33 

P H 0 T 0 S R A. P H 

Attach a B/11 photographic print here with plastic 
clip. label the print itself with at least: the 
FMSF site number (survey number or site name if 
n,ot available), direction and date of photograph. 
Print~ larger than contact size are preferable. 
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REQUIRED: USGS MAP OR COPY WITH SITE LOCATION MARKED 



>ncrete Wall 

>ace 

... 

,.,.. .. 
DfH!ATE • 

JCHER ,NO. DATE 

1-21.0 l.2 Apr 62 Brt Fwd f'r<111 

-22.3 I J.6 Apr 62 Inst1 2 
-

3-228 12 Feb 63 

3-228 12 Feb 63 

g6-66 2 Sep 65 
I 1(/D_""'_""T_ 

U.LAJICES 

I~ JUH ll 
IIJ30 REPLACES o .. roRM s-•?· 'NOV n 

- OBSOLETE IN T11E USAf. 

4 I 48• ea 
1 ·10" 

DATE 
CCJ,IPLETED 

-
Retired I .1945 

l$1eb62 
-
4 De.o 62 
-
4 Deo 62 

11 liar 65 

A·•J/U. 

t; 

7:iB SF 

2 
II- , 

COST I TOTAL COST 

6,223 

31,069 

31,243 78 

31,610 96 

REAL PROPERTY ACCOUNTABLE RECORD - BUILDINOS 
•. 



OAT£ TOTAL COST 

ss~ I I uu•cu ' 9, 728 SF $ ,087117 
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, 6 1

tt .. <n .tiemove elec wtr cooler, '11/0 If • 
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J-69 

outlets in 
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l
• 0 t 60 Remove exhaust ystem, W/1) # , c 9 -a 18 A r 
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1173137 21• 

~i!f. I Remove 4~0 volt ransfo~er and 
IHI Oct 68 breaker Vi 3 6 A " 
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South Corner 

East Corner 
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BUILDING.523: 

BUILDING 552: 

' 

further architectural work involving additions, removals, and/or 
alterations should be done in full accordance with the Secretary of 
Interior's Sta.ndards for Rehabilitation. 

Building 5~3 )s eligible for listing in the National Register as 
part of the MacDill Field.Historic District. It is.associated with 
the llorld War II construction and development of the Base and the 
military training effort, and its architecture reflects its historic 
period and function, . Building 523 Is one of the few high-style 
Mediterranean Revival style structures originally built on the Base, 
and is one of three relatively Intact duplex structures in the 
historic district. Minor changes include a kitchen addition til the 
rear. and the of porches .. However, the duplex retains 1110st 
of its features as arched openings,. and 

· Bul 5Z3 should be 
i itlons 

Int.erlior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 

Building 527 is one of the more uniquely massed structures on the · 
Base, and Is eligible for listing in the National Register as part 
of the NacDill Field Historic District. It is associated with the 
World liar II construction and develo!iment of· the· Base and the 
m11itary training effort, and its architecture reflects its historic 
period and function.· Building 527 also Is one ~f the few buildings 
on Base that reta.lns 110st of its interior aod exterior integrity. 
The arched garage door. openings, cross gable end detail, and 
original picture window all contribute to. Its unique architectural 
character. It is alSo the only historlc·.structure designed by an 
off-Base entity--in tbls case the Standard Oil CoMpany of 

·louisville, Kentucky. Building 527 should be preserved and further 
architectural work involving additions, removals, and/or alterations 
should be done in full accordance with the Secretary of Interior's 
Standards for Rehabilitation. 

Building 552 still maintains enough of its architectura.l integrity 
to be eligible for listing in the National Register as part of the· 
MacDill Field Historic District. It is associated with the World 
War II construction and development of the Base and .the military . 
training effort, and Its architecture reflects its historic period 
and function. While it.fs of common type and desigq (a warehouse), 
It is peculiar to the place, and is a surviving example of historic 
resources that have been lost in Florida and across the country. In 
1967 the building was lengthened, but the addition is compatible 
with the original structure. Although the interior has been 
modified Into a repair shop, most of its exterior architectural· 
features remain intact. The building retains its shallow. gable 
roof, large industrial windows, and articulated bays of the original 
structure. . Building 55Z should be preserved and further 
architectura 1 work involving add it ions, removals, and/or a Jterat ions 
should be done in full accordance with the Secretary of Interior's 
Standards for Rehabilitation. 

Ill - 21 



NR elig. NOT Bldg. 
Number 

Bldg. 
Name 

HABS 
Lev.el 

NR elig. 
lndlv. District elig. 

0527 Vehicle Shop Ill X 

0537 Temporary Offices MODERN BUILDING--NOT INCLUDED . 
--------~~---------~---~-••••-•-••••••-••••••--•-•••------~•••--w--•••-----~-•••••--
0552 Storage Fac. III X 

0731 Storage F ac. II X . . 
---------------------~-----------------------------~---------~----------------------
0927. Water Pump Station III 

0928 Water Pump Station Ill 
---------------------------------------------------------~~~------------------------1050 Maintenance Shop III 
-p--------------------------~----------------------------·------~--------·~---------

lliJTES 

1. Buildings 25 and 41 were not part of this project; but in the course of our 
research were determined to be historic and potentia11y significant in .flistoric 
association and/or architecture. Building 25 was later detenained to have been 
built past the scope of this project, and thus would not be eligible as part of 
the MacDill Field Historic District. · 

2. Building 184 was originally surveyed briefly by Engineering-Science. 
building was added to this list due to its scheduled demolition in 1993. . . 

This 

3. Building 205 requires further study to determine If it Is eligible individually 
on the basis of historic significance. It was not eligible architecturally but 
Is eligible as part of the historic district. 

4. These· buildings, due to their relative isolation from the other historic 
structures, should be included in the historic district through a Multiple 
Property process. 

5. The architectural Integrity. of Building 397 (Officers' Club) had been 
significantly compromised through modern•renovatlons and additions. Therefore 
it was not a strong candidate far individual listing in the National Register. 

6. Level I HABS drawings were completed of a representative type of both the 
General's loop and NCO housing complexes due to the similar design of the 
buildings of each complex. Each of the NCO houses retained their architectural 
integrity. However, two of the Generals' Loop houses had been somewhat 
compromised by additions: Building 401 contained a fairly sympathetic kitchen 
addition but the entire front elevation of Building 403 had bee.n compromised with 
a full length one-story addition. However, the feel of a historic district is 
still pr~sent, even with the additions. 

III - 7 



EXtSTING CONDITIONS REPORT 

line; noisy; 

intenanc:e 

Bldg can be adapted for offices and/or storage; lacks windows & handicap 
< • • 

due to machinery, interior lacks 

lacks 

' 

Notes: 
1: Prior to any site and/or ground disturbance, an archaeological survey !llllSt 

be conducted to assess potentially significant remains. , 
2. All structures should be reviewed by an architect and/or engineer prior to 

any construction. 

v - 9 



MacOill Air Force Base, 
Supply and Equipment Warehouse {Building No. 552) 

7409 Hangar Loop Drive 
Tampa 
Hillsborough County 
Floriqa 

PHOTOGRAPIIS 

Historic Americ.an Building Survey 
National Park Service 

Southeast Region 
Department of the Interior 

Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

HABS No. FL-384-AU 
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Ma~ 04 OS OS:02a 

FLORIDA DEPARTh1ENT OF STATE 
Glenda E. Hood 
Secretary of Stntc 

DIVISION OF HJSTORICAL RESOURCES 

Colond Donald J. Halpin 
Department of the Air Force 
6111 Air Mobility Wing 
8202 Hangar Loop Drive, Suite 1 
MacDitl AFB, Florida 33621 

RE: DRR 'Project File Number; 2003-6011-E 

March 14. 2005 

M(::lllortmdum of A~t::emtml (MOA) for the Renovation of .Building 552 Air Ground 
Equipm(,Tlt Facility, MacDill Air Foret: Base, Hillsborough County 

Dear Colonel Halpin: 

p.2 

In accordance with the proct:dun::s contained in 36 CFR Part 800, this oflicc rc.::viewed and signed 
the original copy of the referenced Memorandum of Agreement We are returning the signed 
original copy of the Agreement. and retaining a photocopy for our files. Please accept ¢ur 
apology for the delay in oUT retum. of the document. 

If you have any questions concerning our comments, plcnsc contact Scott Edwards, Hl~:toric 
Preservationist, by electronic mrul sedwards@dos.state.fl.us, or at 850-245-6333 or 800-847-
7278. 

Sincerely, 

Frederick Gaskc, Director, and 
State Historic Preservation Offiet.T 

500 S. Urouou~h ~lrcl.!t • Tllllaha~see. FL 3l399·025U • http://'"'ww.nhcrit:lgc.com 

0 Dlr~ctor'" Office: 
(!l.SO) ~115-1'<100 • FA.'<: 21S.M3:i 

0 Arcltuologlul R~~~~~~ 
(~0) Z4!i·6444 • FI\X: 245-6436 

[!J Historic l'n~.urv.lt:i'C)n 
(I<~U) 215-6333 • FAX: :!45-64:17 

0 Hilftodc~l Mu•~ul'l\' 
(350) 24&-6·\00 · FAX: 245-64.'\.'1 

0 Palm Ucach Rl!f)iAln:al Of(!.:. 
(!!h1) 279-1.11~ • FIV<! ZJ!I--1~76 

0 St. Aagu~tin<: Ro:!;ion.U O«<cu 0 T~p;, R~:!(l.onal Off!~ 
(904) 825-5045 • FAX:. ~!i044 (813) m ... 184.':\ · FAX: :!n·~"10 



Ma~ 04 05 09 : 02a 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

\:\,1ffiREAS, MacDill Air :Force Base (AFB) bas detennined that the renov.:~.tion of 
Building #5521 a contributing :;truclure in the proposed MacDill Field Historic District, 
will have an adverse e~fect on that structure, and has consulted v.i.th the Florida State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) pursuatJt to 36 CFR Part 800, regulations 
implementing Section 106 ofthe National Historic Preservation Act (16 V.S.C. 470f); 

NOW, THEREFORE, MacDill AFB and SHPO agree that the undertaking shall 
be implemented in accordance with the following stipulation in order to take into account 
the effect of the undt:."ttaking on hi:,1.oric properties. 

Stipulations 

Mac Dill AFB wj]} ewure that the following measures are carried out: 

1. Ma.cDill AFB ::;hall submit a copy of Historic American Building Survey Level 
m documentation for Building No. 552 to the Florida SHPO. 

Ex..ecution of this Memorandum of Agreement by MacDill AFB and the Fle>rida 
SHPO and implementation of its terms arc evidence that Mac Dill AFB ha.;; a-fforded the 
Council an opportunity to comment on the demolition and it~ effect on hi~toric properties, 
and that MacDill AFB bas taken into account the ctlects of the undertaking on historic 
properties. 

B~ ·- Date: _1_1_;_~_,A-e9-_CtJ___..:]' ____ _ 

-:A.....Q. :.Q. \-1 c:...Q..__ Date: \4v vrl::.;~; Joo'-' 

p.3 

Floridll'.State Historic Preservation Officer DHR'j Proj e~t File No. 2(103-6 01 1 -E 



 Environmental Assessment for 
Renovation and Small Addition for AGE Facility 

MacDill AFB, Florida 
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Construction Site Air Emissions 
Combustive Emissions of ROG, NOx., S02. CO and PM10 Due to Construction 

Input 
Total Buitding Area: 14,400 It' 

4,200 It' 
InClude summary of construction SF here, VfJfY brief 

Tolal Paved Area: 
Total Disturbed Area: 

Construction Duration: 
Annua1 Construction Activity: 

0.4 acres 
1.2 years 
206 dayslyr 

Results:IAveraae oer Year Over the Construction Period! 

ROO NOx 502 co 
Emissions lbsid::iV 12.97 21.51 1.04 19.69 
Emissions tonS/Vr 1.34 2.22 0.11 2.03 

Calculation of Unmitigated Emissions 

'nf lnrn• 

RO' NO so r:x 
I I 1.41 

I : 
;:;;;;;;-

·~ ·-~ 1~ 1-~ 

-= !;;r 
I 

' • .....;. "' '" 1 ·-' 
<?finn 

Annual Emissions bv Source flbs/d"''' 

R"" N"" ""2 co 
Gfadi - ent .1 0.6 0.0 .1 

ltPavtnn 0.0 . 0.0 
Sta' E ul ment 1.6 0.1 -
Mobile I 19.3 .9 19.2 
Architecb..l'al coaii;;;;s =. 0.0 0.0 

TOtal Emissions I : 1 21.5 1.0 19.7 

PM10 
1.63 
0.17 

PM' 

1~ 

PM10 
.1 

0.0 
0.1 
14 
0. 
1.6 

1211412004 



Emission Facm 
Reference: Alr Quality Th..,.holds ol Signilicance, SMAQMD, 1994. 

i 
i 

* Factors for grading equlpment and stationary equipment are calculated from AP-42: for dies~ engines using ratios with the NOx factors. 
Factors for mobile equipment are calculated from ratios with Mobile&'! .2001 NOx emission factors for heavy duty trucks for each site. 

1211412004 



Con&truction Site Air Eml&slons 
Combustive Emissions of ROG, NOx, 802, CO and PM1 0 Due to Construction 

1-Nov-04 

Input 
Total Building Area; 

Total Paved Area: 
15.840 ft' 
4,62() ft' 

Include summary of demo/ilion SF and construction Sf here, very brief 

T o!al Dlstultled Area: 
Conslruclion Duration: 

Annual Conslruclion ActMty: 

0.5 acres 
1.2 years 
200 days/yr 

Results:(Average per Year Over the Construction Period} 

ROG NOx 802 co 
Emissions lbslda 13.81 23.67 1.15 21.66 
Emissions ton r 1.42 2.44 0.12 2.23 

Calculation of Unmitigated Emissions 

Summ 

NOx 
0.45 
0.11 

15840 1 
1.20 
0.38 
0.09 

13200 

Annual EmiSSIOns lbsl lay) 

ROO NOx S02 co 
G E I .1 0.6 0.0 
Asohalt Pavina 0.0 0.0 . 
Stationary Eoulomoot 1.8 0.1 0.4 
Mobil E I 2.1 21.3 21.1 
Architectural Co - 9.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 

T m ssions lb da : 13.8 23.7 1.1 21.7 

PM10 
1.80 
0.18 

PM10 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 

1.8 

12114/2004 



Emission Factors 
12/1412004 

Reference: Air Quality Thresholds of Significance, SMAQMD, 1994. 

* Factors for grading equipment and stationary equipment are calculated from AP-42 for diesel engines using ratios with the NOx factors. 
Factors for mobile equipment are calculated from ratios with Mobile5a 2001 NOx emission factors for heavy duty trucks for each site. 
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APPENDIX E 

ERP SITE SUMMARIES 

 FOR 

 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT UNIT (SWMU) 29 & 61, SITE 38 

 
April 2005 FINAL 

 



Site Summary for SWMU29 
Environmental Restoration Program, MacDiU AFB, FL 

SitelD; j SW~!\:29 
l 
' 

... '"I 

,i' Age Building, Vinyl Chloride il 
Jnvcs :: 

OT029 

Regularory Program: RCRA 

. .\ir Forrt' Program: IRP 

Currrnt Phase: 

Sile Stttus~ 

Relative Risl>: 

Siu Cll}.\tn't: 

i NFA 
I 

No Further Action 

No Risl< 

l2/llll997 

Primary Conlluuimmts ofP{)tential Conrl'rn 

:c;roundwater. 

;Soils: 
!Stn·faee wa1er: 

:sediment$: 

Vir~y: dllur1G: 
None ldentitled 
None Identified 
None ldentifted 

;Buildingsh;trurture>-: 1\one lderJitied 

Ph>~iral Srttlng 

SWMU19 

I 
I 
I 
! 

This area is at the northeastern soction of the b..1se, adjacent to the Aerospmx Ground Equipment (AGE) building. 

:'l'anative 

Since the !94lh, it ha:> b::e:-1 U$Cd for aircraft cleaning 2.nd main~cnancc, including the cleaning of aircraft parts. 
This site was previously validated as site OT-27. Site 29 has been incorporated into the investigation of 
SWMIJ6t, the Chlorinmtd Solvcm Plume 



Summuy of AcfMH~·s to Oate 
Started (umpltted 

IOil/1996 10/111996 

MacDill AFB 
6CESICEVR 

C:ate<'orv 
0 " 

DDc:ument Sub1~1ittal 

7621 Hillsoorough Loop Dnve (Bidg30) 
MacDill APB, FL 33621 
POC': Anlhony Gennaro 
Phone: (813)828-0764 
Fax: (813)828-0ill 
Email: anthony.gennaro(0macdilta:'mi; 

,\rti\'J~· or i\·lil~stone 

RFI Report 

Omtrac!or ou Sitt 

Eatth Tech 
l 0 Pate wood Drive 
Building VI, Suite 500 
Greenvi!le, SC 29615 
POC: Gregg Branham 
Phone: (864}234-3583 
Fax: (&64)234-3069 
Email: gregg_bmnham@earthtech.com 



SWMU35-552 
OIL I WATER SEPARATOR 

SWMU61 
VINYL 

CHLORIDE ~ 

AREA I 
-§ 

SITE53 
AVIONICS UST AR 

................ SWMU29···· 
·viNYL CHL~!!ll'l~IE!\ 

· .. , 
"~" . 

SITE3 
FORMER FUELS 0 GE 

AR 

$wen 
CJ FOCU$ JRP Sites 
t=J Other IRP S1tes 

Fenr..es 
Ditch% 
ShOrelme 
BWidlngs 

"""" · A•':Ways 
Future Ccnstruclion 
Svrl"':;e w ;ttar 
Ath!$tic: Fieid 

•OO 0 -----~ 

/ 

/ 

SWMU29 
V!NYl CHLORIDE AREA 

MOCOIII PJr Ft:f"'O Bll"- Flo!ld\1 

"""'""" 



Site ID; 

Silt> :'!!lame: 

i 
Air fortt 10: 

Regulalor)' Program: 

Site Summary for Site38 
Environmental Restoration Program, MaeDiiJ AF'B, FL 

Sitc38 

Former Fuel Storage Area I 
(Sit< A) 

''''''' ' '~ 

ST038 

Petroleum 

Air Fore~ Program: IRP 

Current !'hast: RA·O 

Site St;Hu%: Remedial Action in Plaec 

I 
Relatin~ Risk; !\'o Risk 

Site Closure: 12i31i2021 est. 

' 

I 
--'-----------------------------

___ .J 

SiteJ8 

Primaxy Contazuiuanls Gff>ollmti:d Con(trll 

.Groundwaler; 

;Soils: 
Surfllct water: 

Sedimenfll: 

· BuildingiJsirut tm·es: 

Physitnl Seiling 

Trimethylbenzene, t>enene, et1ylbenzene, tetradoroethylcnc, toluene, vinylchloride, xylene 
(mixed} 
Petroleum hydrocarbons 
None ldentlfi:.:J 

None Identified 
None ldentitied 

Site 38 is iocated i1'! the flight line area jUS( off offlangar Ltwp Road. This site is ibe former Fuel Storage Area 1. 
a former UST farm. The site contains both grassed and pavcC areas ar.d is relatively flat The site also has an 
existing purnp station which supplies JP~& (formerly JP-4) and vehicular diesel (formerly unleaded gasolirtc) to 
vehicles on the fl~ght apron_ 

Actwding !0 available :nfmmmion. the site w;;s active from late ! 9-1l)'s !o late 1950's. Tlte site wa.'> a fonuer UST 



farm. previously used for the Base aqua t!Jel system. Aviatior: fuel was stored in eigltt 25,000-gallon USTs. TI1e 
UST£., reportedly .abandoned since the late 1950s., were removed from the ground ln 1989. Three other USTs 
CO::ltaining engine cit were discovered in 1990. Or.e was excavated and the other two abandoned in place at that 
time. Site rec-ords indicate that a loss -of approxtmate!y 700 gallons of leaded !lief occurred in I 986. Previ0us 
investigations at the site were conducted by Water and Air RestaJch in 1984, Kirkner and Associates in 1986, 
a:~d CH2M HiU in 1989. Groundwater un.alytical results indicate a contamination area (undissolved plume) 
encompassmg approximately 3 acres. Contamination ar the site is consistent 'rVith the Gasoline Analytical Group, 
as defined in Chapter 62~ 770, FA C. A tier contamination assessment, a remediation system, consisting of 14 
n:covery wells and a free product separatio:"Jgrotmtlwater treatment system, was installed in 1990 to remove 
t1oating product a:1d treat contamirKl:ed groundwater. The AST s, pump island, dispensing pumps, and transfer 
lines were replaced in 1997. During replacement of lhe ASTs, a Jargt: concrete underground structure was 
encountered nnJ renH;.ved; 25 gallons of fJd was observed in the top o;' this slructure" Groundwater monitoring 
and soli Bssessmem has b~en and is being perfon;;ed at this site. A dual ph.1se extraction pilot study was 
perforrned in 199&. A Rcmedlal Act:on Plar. Addendum was devdoped in March 2000 and revised in late 2000. 
In 2001 installation of a dual phase extraction system was completed. Extracted groundwater is pretreated by air 
stripping p~ior to discharge of the water tv the Base wastewater treatment plant. Extracted gaseous vapors initially 
were treated usine. a flare "J:Jit and later treated using a l~erma\ oxidizer unit. 

Summar} ()f J\fti"tltltS to Date 

Started Collllllelcd Culfgory _\cti-rity 11r Mik!stone 

411/1989 411/1989 Dt.xument Submina! CAR and RAP 
12!1/!989 !2/1/i 989 fidd Work Tank and soil removal 
911!1991 91111991 Do~ument Submittal RAP modill:;;ation 
Wltl995 911/1995 Docum-ent Subminal Remedial Monitoring Annual Report 
1011/19')6 10/111996 Document Submittal Remedial moni!orl!!g annual report 
50!998 7/l/[998 Fidd Work Dual-phase extraction pilot testing 
911!1998 9l!/! 998 Oocur.1ent Submittal Remedial action plan addendum 
31112000 J:l!:!OOO Regu!atcry Corre3pondence RAP Phase! 

1111 12000 11!112000 R~c:ulatorv Corresuonclence RAP Revision 
~ ~ . 

ll/Ji2000 

5/li200! 

; !!l/2001 

7/3 [:2002 
I 1/26/2001 
4.11512003 

Goverruncnt CM!tilct 

MacDill AFB 

Jll/2(1CI Field Work 
4/30/2002 Document Submi:ta! 
IIJ:/2001 Field Work 
7131 !2002 Document Submittal 
l !/26/2002 OocHJenl Submiual 
4115'2003 Document Submittal 

Rem\Xli:d Project Manager 
ln:;tnl!ation Ri.\»toration Prngnm 
\-lac Dill AFB, FL 3362! 
POC: Kenne!h Domako 
Phone: (813)!28-0764 
Fax: {3.13)828-0731 
Etmil: keflneth.domako@macdill.af.mi: 

Dt:al-phasc exlrachon system completed 
Annual Operations and Yfonitoring Report 
Samp!i:Jg.t'Jonitoring wells 
Annual operations and monitoring report 
Quarterly groundwater sampling results 
Quarterly Tech Memo and monitoring data 

lontrafior on Site 

Earth Tech 
! 0 Patewcod Drive 
Btdding VI, Suite 500 
Greenvi:le, SC 2%! 5 
POC: D.ave Oliphant 
Phone: (8641234-3560 
Fax: (864)234-3069 
Emm!: dave~ oliphant@earthtech.com 



N 

L~ 
~·o 

FUElS 
STORAGE 

AREA 

SITE56 
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SittiO: 

Site N:U:IH': 

Airfun:t lD: 

Air Ft1ree Program: 

Currtnf Plum: 

Rdatlvc Risk 

Site Closure: 

Site Summary for SWMU61 
Environmental Restoratitm Pn;gram, MacDill AFB. FL 

SWMU61 

Chlorinattd Solvent Plume 

SS06l 

RCRA 

' i IRP 
I ____ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_, ___ -_-_-_-=· 

RA-C 

Remedial Acti(}n ~ 
Construction 

··-------- ----------------·-------.···-····: 

ttigh 

1213!12021 est. 

S\VMll61 

Primary Contaminants of Pnteutial Concern ............. _________ _ 
!Groundwater: 

;soils: 
lsurflltt W.'Hcr: 

I Sediments: 

Ph~iiltRI Stttmg 

~~~~--~~~--------------------~ Ch!orin.ated VOCs, arseni::, and petroleum 
None JJcr.ti!icG 
None lder:tified 

None lde!ltifled 
None Identified 

SWMU 61 is located in !he nortlu.:a&l portion of the Base along the nmth apron of the flightHne, The sire is about 
30 acres in sile, SWMU 61 is hounded on the west by Kingfisher Avenue, and on tlle east by the Hillsborough 
Bay" To the north, the site is bounded by North Boundary Boulevard, while the southern extent is Florida Keys 
Avenue. The site i:Jdudes an art\! whkh !S ap:pmximatcly 14.25 million square feet 

The initial presence of chlorinated solvents was mz.inly conlim:ed through previous investigatiorts at Site 57 
(Pumphuusc 77) :n 1993-1994, and at the AGF Building Vinyl Chloride area (SWMU 29) in 1993-1994. ln 



Jar.uary 1998, SWMJ; 2Q '*"aS t()r.nally lnco:pmated in SW:vH! 6 l :nvestigations. Chlorinated VOC6 were also 
dztected ir: grG~mdwater a: Site 57, Nm1h Aproc, which is locateri south of PH 77 The primary site contaminants 
at SWML: 61 include trichloroethylene (TCE). 1 ,2-tlichloroethene (I ,2~DCE), vinyl chloride, and 1,2-
dichk>roothane (1,2-DCA). The source of the VOCs, including TCE ar;d rwo crits degradation prod~1cts, 1,2-
DCE and vinyt chloride, ha} not yet been detemlined. A RCRA Facility Investigation {RFf) Repon was finalized 
in 1999. A groundwater monitoring program was initiated to evaluate MNA as a potential remedy for 
gronndwmeL Groundwater flow and transport modeling is currently being conducted. A Corrective Measures 
Study (CMS) tOr SWMU 61 vtill be performed following completion of the groundwater modeling effOrts in 
2002. 

Stmuuar} of Actlvltlttl fiJ Pa!t 

St:nttd Cumplt!«< 
101111994 !Oil :1994 
6!1!1998 6Jiil998 
12!1:1998 12!11]998 
11111999 1!1 /2{100 

1011/1999 10/1/!999 

I 01Jfl999 IOII!l999 
11!1611999 11116/1999 
4/28/2000 4.'2812000 
412812001 41281200 I 
2/712003 217/2003 

2/2612003 212612003 

31412003 314/2003 
312112003 3124i2003 
41J 812003 4/18/2003 
41J 8/2003 4:1812003 

Categul) 

OtiC'Jment Submit·.n! 
Document Subn:it{al 
Doc•J:ner.t St.:bmi!ral 
Document Submiual 
DDcume~t Submittal 
Field Work 
Regulatory C orrcspondence 
Documeni Submittal 
Document Submittal 
Document Submittal 

Doc~rn:;-nt Submittal 

Document Submittal 
Document Submittal 
R;.:galatc:y Cor:-cspoml!!nce 
Reg:~latory Cor.espondence 

Arth·ity or l\!ilt£tunt 

11rafl Vi:Jyl Ctlmidc Investigation Report 
Oral: RFr 
Groundwater monitoring plan 
Annual Monitoring Repoti 
RFI Report 
Risk Assessment 
EPA Jetter 
Annual Monitoring Report 
Annual Monitoring Report 
Treatability Study Work Plan Revision I 
Fi:-~al Comprehensive Groundwater Sampling Work 
Plan Revision 2 

GrJundwater F:ow \1ode1lng Report 
Basewide Water Lwel Measurement Effort: Rev. 0 
EPA letter 
DEP Letter. 

G&vuomtnt Cuntact 

MacDrll AFB 
6CESICEQ 

Omtractor on Silt 

7621 Hillsborough Loop Drive (Bidg.JO) 
MacDill AFB, FL 3J621 
POC: Rn::hard Bt:rnerte 
rhone: (8!3)828-4:5S4 
Fax:(813)828-073! 
Em ;til: richard .bumene(q;r:wcdill.af.mi I 

C>lacDill AFB 
Rcn:edial Project ;\1:mag,cr 
!nsta:la~on Restorotion Program 
\1acDill AFB. FL 3~62: 
POC: Kenneth Domako 
Phone: (81 3)828-0764 

Earth Tech 
7102 W. Boundary Road 

MacDiil AFB, FL 33621 
POC: Elle:1 Eveland 
PhDne:(SI3)840-2700 
Fox: (813)840-911J 
Email: el!en_eveland@earthtedtccm 

Earth Tech 
IIJ Pat-ewcod Drive 
Building VI, Suite 500 
Greenville, SC 296i5 
POC: Gregg Branham 
Phone: (864)234M3583 
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'I ' I JUN 2 0 
1. COMPONENT FY 2003 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA 2. DATE 

UR FORCE (computer generated) 

J. INSTALLATION AND LOCATION • • PROJECT TITLE 

MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA REPAIR & ADD TO AGE MAINTENANCE 
FACILITY, BS5:1. 

5. PROGRAM ELEMENT 6. CATEGORY CODE 7. PROJECT NUMBER '· PROJECT co .. ($000) 

41976 218-712 NVZR0301Bl 3. 000 I 
9. co'" ESTIMATES 

UI<IT CO<T ' 
"" i 

AGE MAINTENANCE FACILITY L5 2. 620 

REPAIR AGE FACILITY 5M 1,579 l, 250 ( 1,974. ) 

ADD TO AGE FACILITY 5M 177 3, 653 ( 647) 

SUPPORTING FACILITIES I "' LANDSCAPING "' ( 72) ! 
DEMOLITION "' ( 190) ' . 

SUBTOTAL 2,882 

CONTINGENCY ( .5 " H 

TOTAL CONTRACT COST 2,897 

SUPERVISION, INSPECTION AND D~~ ( 3 .0 %) " I 
TOTAL REQUEST 2,984 

! 
TOTAL REQUEST (ROUNDED) J,OOO 

10. Description of Proposed construction: Standing seam metal roof1 atucco finish 

over tho concrete masonry unit exterior walls; replaces windows and doors; reconfigures 

tho interior administrative office spacee; landecape and repave the POV parking area. ' ' Construct • high bay service area1 0 defined point of entry; and a new entrance from 

! Hangar Loop Drive. Demolishes an obsolete wasll rack and its associated equi~nt. 

11. REQUIREMENT: l,756SM ADEQUATE: 05M SUBSTANDARD: 1,579SM 
' 

PROJECT: Project repairs ~· 
adds " the AGE Maintenance Facility, b\.lilding 552. 

(CUrr<lnt Mission) 

REQUIREMENT: An adequately sized, organized and equipped facility " improve tho 

maintenance specialists• efficiency and ability to service and repair equipment, ~· encourage pride of ownership in a safe and secure workplace. 

CURRENT SITUATION: The AGE M3intenance Facility was originally constructed in 1942 ~ 

added onto in 1967. The ceilings and door heights "' too low to allow entry of oo-
AGE. Roof truss support members ... termite damaged and their placement interferes with 

movement " equipment. Mechanical exhaust equipment has failed and requires 

replac8111ant. Administrative offiees were constructed through self-help efforts and oro 
not centrally located, nor acoustically separate fr~ the shop areaa. Interior and 

exterior finishes are outdated and do not meet the base• a architect\.lral standards. Tho 

I restroom facilities oro located in an adjacent building and personnel a<O required to go 

OUt!lide into the harsh Florida environment " enter restrooms. Tho chain hoist is not ' 
rated fO< some of the heavier pieces of AGE. Windows are energy wasters and do not meet 

current Force Protection standards. There io no defined main entrance " the building. 

Visitors can easily enter directly into '"o hazardous environment of tho 

service/maintenance area, creating • safety hazard. Tho facility io inline with eho 

flight line sscurity fence and not having a defined entrance a leo creates aecurity ' 
DD FORM 1391, DEC ?6 Previous ed1tions are obsolete. Page No. 



1. """""""' py 20(13 MILITARY CCNSTRth."'TION P>li.W'l'CT OA.'J'A !'· ,.,., AIR FORCB (computer gsuerate.d) 
' ·--

'. :t:NSTALLATION ,\.Ntl LOCATION •• PROJeCT 'l'l'I't.J!I 

MllCOILL A:tlt I"''RC.ll: BASK, ""'""" IU:li'JI.IR & ADD TO AOB MA%1\tl'J.:NANCB 
FACU.l'N, 1:'>55,, 

s. J!ROGRAM £LIDG:K't I tL CAI'EOORY CODE 7. PROJECT :troMBSR '· I?ROJ!:CT C<lS'l' C$0001 

•~'75 . 21a-~12 h"V:ZR0301Sl 3,000 

ioauoo, Lighting fixtu.:; .. are ~tdated and inefficiant. overhead dQQrs sre hard to 
maintAin and diffi.;oult to operata~ Acceaa to the parkir~q area i• off a poorly d<ltiigued 
interee.ctinn resulting in aeveral vehicular accidante. 

IJw.Mir.. ll' l:!QL.~S.QY'JP.,!t!: Tho facility will eontinu9- tQ dagndtt. 1Jpgu4os are -senti&l 
to pnwidl:t Air Force per&Onru>l with a lil'afa and liiiCU:nll working anvir~t. -,effeetivenaae and ~rele cf the maintenance ateff will dGcreaaa. 1hie.,facility ia 

lloeat.d en the •JtQ>J.t• of Excellence•, a prilllaey road that UIO#t vitlitore traval. :tai.lure 

to up<!a.te th& facility wi~l n~atively il::pact the b.aalth and aafat:y of -inte.nanee !"""'-''' n•a l~-'•d oo a -io artocy u.o i4 oQUy oroe .. il>lo, -ing it -lnonbla 
to aeeurity b:reache>s, in itiJ preaent condition. 7ho tacility ia not :cupreiJ..mt&t!Ye of 
the illl«ge the bas a wants to po1:t:ray. AB a :;uult, MacOill'tJ :t*P\J,t.l!!tion for •Facil.ity 

;ltlrodl.enca• will 1ntfte:r. 

!!\l)OO:TIONAL: I havo :revieweO thia document ~ ea~tirx it ie eomplete and aco~ate. 
havw va.l.idat•(.i the project's primary and.•upporting <mete and wtorl<; 

hiUI bfUln full coordinated with the uaer anQ other a eneiee and a y 
lnetallation Commander. 

g 

i i!J . .;g.~m 
~ Engin•er 

JUN 2 0 2003 

Pr<llltiOUEI aditiona are obaolet&. 

pp 
e:l-.esifieation. 

roved by , .. ' It 

' 
' 

I 

I 

I 



l_ COMPONENT I 
------· 

F'l 2006 MILITARY CONSTRUC'.L'ION PRO,T£CT DATA I' DATE 

~~FORCE : {Computer generated) 
' -----~--- ....... ~---

' ·-
3, ";NSTALLATION AA"' LOCATION " PRO.;rP.:C'l' 'lTl'LE 

: MACD!tt. r.:t:R FORCE l:!AS!i!. FLORIDA :~ SUPPORT ~ILI~Y 
' 

~~--, 5. l'?ROGR1IM ELEMEh'T 6. CA'l'!Y"ABY CODE 7. ?RO.n;CT ~ 8, PROJECT COST {$000} 

41976 218-712 NVZR063706 , 5,700 ..... _. ----------
9. COST ESTIMA7ES 

mi!T = 
iu/M QOAl!T'TY 

AGE SUPPORT FACILITY LS 3,004 

AGE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT SHOP SM I 1, '156 1,565 I ( 2,748) 

AGE SUPPORT YARD I LS I 
I 

( 19) 
DDICLITION I SM I 1,5791 150 ( 237 ) 

SJPPORTING FACI:.ITIES I ! 
I 

2,110 

OTILlTIES I LS ( 185) 

I ' I PAVEMENTS LS ' ( 356) 
i 

SITE IMFROVEMEN'l'S LS ( 119) 
' ENVIRONMEl-.'TA:. HAZARD ru:M!i:OIAT10N LS ' ( 1,450) ' ' ' 

SUBTOTAl. ' 5,114 

CONTINGENCY ' 5 . .:: " 25£ 
' 

TOTAL CONTRACT COST ' 5,370 

SUPERVISION, INSPECTION AND OVERHEAD ' 5.7 %) i l06 ' 
TOTAL REQUEST I 5,676 

' ' TO'l'A!. REQUEST (ROUNDED) I 5,'100 .... 
10. Description of Propo&Qd Cor.struct.ion: Facility shall be on a concrete foundation, 
e:.eva:ted lAW fEI'/",A at 11 feet ~ sea level, w:i.t...., conc:r.te r.as<:mry urtit wa:l~s, • 
sbmdinq seam metal roof syst•.ilfn, etucco exterior, fire detection/suppress~on systems, 
l!VAC, emergency ""'""• asaoci4b&d site uti~ities, parking-, per:.ur.eter eeaurity, gr.ad.inq 

and la.-ldsca i ' p nq Includes demolition nf existinu buildln and rrunova~ and t:r.at:ment of 

[cotttaminated soil 

' 'Air Conditianing: 200 RW. 

ll. REQUI~: 1,756SM ADEQUATE; 0 ~ S:JBS~: 1,579SM 

pROJECT: Constructs a new AGE Support Fa.ciU.ty to replaCE! b-,d .. lding 552. {Current 
MiStliOtl.) 

~UlREMENT: An adequately si:zed, organized and equipped facility to irtiJ'rOva the 
intenance specialists' efficiency and ability to service and repair equipment, and 

!encourage pride of owner~hip in their workplace. 

)c>JRRE~~ SI~UATION: The AGE Mainterta.nce F~ci1ity was originally constructed in 1942 and 
:add>KI onto :in 1967. 
' 

l'he ~i::.in9s and door heights a::<;~ too low to a:low entry of .some 
IAGE. Roof trusses support ~hers are te~te damaged and their placements in~r£eres 
with movement of equipment. Mechani.c,;,l f!xhaust equi;pment has fai~ed and :r.quires 
:rep~a.:ament. Admin:Lstrat:i.ve off:i.e&s were consttucted tJ\rO\lgh $elf-help efforts. and ~l:e 
not oentrally located, no:e acoustically separate f:t:om the shop areas. lnt!O!rio:r and 
exterior finish>Js are outdated and do not meet the base's arc:hit(iot.ura.~ sta.nda...-ds. 'l'he 

restroom facilities are located in a connect~ng bui~dinq ~nd subJect personnel to t~ 
harsh Florida ~nvironment to use them. Th~ chain hoist 1s not rated for aome of the 
heavier pieces of AGE. Windows are energy waster$ and do not meet currer.t Foree 
Protection standards. There is no dGfined main entranoe to the building and vlsitors 

DO ~ruM 1391, DEC 76 Previous editions are obsolete. Page No. 
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.-~-. 

1. COMPONEt<.'T FY 2006 fdLITARY CCNSTROC'!'IO."' I>FOJECT DATA Z. OA'I.'E 

AIR FORCE (computer generated 

3. INSTALLATION AND LOCATION 4. FRO JEC'r TITLE 

PPORT FACILITY MACDILL AIR FORCE BJI.SE, Fl.OIUOA AGE so ·-· 5. PROGRAM ELEMENT ' CATEGORY CODE : 7. PROJ"".:.CT 8, PROJECT COST ($000} 

41916 21$~712: WZR0637 . 
can ~asily enter directly into a service/maintenance- a 
octdated and ineffici*nt. Overhead doors are hard to 

Aceo!4$ to the parking area is 

rete Lighting fixtures an:: 
maintain and difficult to operate. 
ntersect10~ r~sulting in $$V&ral off a p¢¢r~y designed i 

V<ehi..cul.a:r accidents. 

IMPACT IF NOT PR:JV.IDED: The facility will contim,1e to 
morale of the maintenance ~Staff will decrease. '!'his f 

of E)l;cellertce", a primary read that most visitors 

degrads. The effecti~nuss and 
acility is located on ~ "Route 
el. It is net representative of trav 

I the image the bas(! wants to portray. As a result, MacD1ll's r(oputation for "Facility 
' 'Excellence" wi~l suffer. 

AOOlTIONAL: : n~ve reviewed this docunent and ce~tify it is complete and accurate. I 
have validated th~ projectiS priwary and supporting cost$ and work ~lassification. It 
has been .fully coordinated Wl.th tho occupants, and approved by the Installation 
C~r. 

Base Civil Engineer: Lt Col ~~thony A. Foti, iS:3) SZS-3517. 

Y.Q:tJIT. _ _tJSE CERT:::FICA"t'!ON: Mission requir;nr.ent:s, operational considerations, and location 

ace incompatible with use by other components. 

00 FORM 1391, DEC 76 Pr~ious editions are obsol~te. Page No. 



,-------,---~··-···----------r-----, 

FY 2006 MILITARY CONSTRTJC'l'!ON Pii.OJEC'l' PATA 2. DATE 

' 3. lNSTAl.U'!'lON AND UX:A1'ION I 4. PROJ:!i:C'.f '!lT!.t.C 

I AGE SUP?Oa'! FACILITY 

6. CATEGORY COOE :7. PROJEC'!' N'.1MBER :S. PROJECT COST ($000) 

' 216-712 NVZR063706 5,700 

12. SUPPLEMENTAL DATA; 

a. Estimated Design Data: 

{1) Statu.fl: 
(a) Date Design Started 
(b) Parametric Cost Estimates used tv develop costs 

• (c) Percent Complete as of -:il JAN 2005 
• {d) Dat~ 35% O.si~ned 

{~) Data Pesiqn Complete 
{f} Energy Study/Life-cyele analysis was/will be performed 

\2i l.'lo\sis: 
ia} Standard or Oef~nitive Design -
ib} Wherl!< Design Was Most Recently Used 

(3) 'l.'ota-1 Cost (c) "" (a) + (b) or (d} + (e) : 

ial Production af Plans ar.d Specifications 
(b} All Other P~sign Costs 
(c) Total 

(d) Contract 
(e) In-house 

(4) Construction Contract Award 

(5) Construction Start 

(6) Construction Completion 

YES 

NO 

NO 

{$000} 

0 
0 

• • 
0 

~ lndi~tes completion of Project Definition with Parametric Cost Est~te 
which i$ comparable to traditional 35~ design to ensure valid ecope, 
cost and executability. 

b. Equipoont at.sociatad with this p:eoject provided fro:n oth<er appropriations: 
N/A 

DD FORM 1391, DEC 7& Previous editions are obsolete Pagg No. 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING AF FORM 3052 

GOI1 Item. uescnpllcn cr maren<'.cs reqwrec. \VOfk to be done, $1)f.)CI<I! ec.uprnen~ neooei:l, etc l3reaKdown s:~ou10 be 1n sutt1c em oeta:' to 
oermil iteTIIZmg :::.1 all c:rect cos~s-
co!2 umt ot Measure. ~scnpt1on c• \r;e t~mt 1P WhiCh eacl'. 1tem iS to oe est~ mated {examo1es: squorB yardS- .::; Y, cutnc ya«!s - r...:v, square 
feet- SF, lm.csr fee!- !...F, board foot BF, each- EA. pound -LB} 
t;e>l 3 t;IUantlty Cont·ac::>~'s est mateo! c;..anloly reqUJre:J m terns or Ul''l 01 measure (COlumn L; 1tem;; a"~d LClltS ot measure Will be 
funished by the Gcve·nment. Ouam;ly esbrtates will be furnished by the Govemrr~n: only w!'en :tis IY'.!ic1pated tha1 a unit price contrac: will 
00 issued. Ol:herwise, the contractor is responsible !or de:errnining qt,a1:1ty esnrnates 
COI4 an<l5 Matenat costs. i:'nter umt cost :t.<ll 4) ot nate11at \ODe supplied a~a totat cos: (Col b} tor ~rem "steo .r1 CO\Jmn 1. 
GOI o, 1 and t1 La»or r.::osts truer 1n t..:ot b the esttmate:J number ot man hours or manO<J;rs need&C to pet:OL11 tt'4 work 11sled m column 1. 
tr"!er 1n t:ol r c~e aver$g>; rate pe-~ manhour ;m&ndl!l)l) ana m Cot~ me U;A;al latJor ccst_ 

"Gol9 Other Utrect \:osts t.nter esttmate::l costs or socctt1 1 ec"·pment a~a other l!errs {!!Sled tn column l) whtC11 are speCial !:O me coo-;mct 
and o~ $'9t~ittca!'~ dollar vah.tE!-
Goi11J LIM I ()taL $lt-€XP·S;l.;ttOry. 
NUl t: In ?ddtl-on to me mner totals entered 0:1 var1ous pagel!( me grana total at coh.Jrr'l 10, plus ovemeao ana prol't w::: be shown on the last 
:;,age as follows, 

FOR OFF1Cidl,, USE ONLY 

$ ;::s.:.>ss 7~ Repai• s, Md 1¢ AGE '.'alr~ternmce Fw±l!:r. S$!.i~ 
R"N'N~'<l 4'1cl <i!!ocllll! orlll!liG' elf~ p¢<b::m 

~OTAL LA30R CCSTS 

TO" Al OTHI:J~- 8 qscr cos-s 

TOTAL DIPECT COSTS 22' ,013 25 

15 OJ <;;, ;;;> 1CC 99 

'----
TOTAL f'RlCE ' 298,44/l_I!S 

DA TF. ' 27 Seo 2CG4 FIRM NAME: CMS, 6CESICFC£ 

INS!RUCTIONS TO OFFFRORS 

The PV1JOSe of lh.s fo:m is lo provide a s.landard format by w1icl1 !In+ oferor subn1ts to !he Government a summmy of incurred and 
estrnateo costs {an;;~ an acne a Sr.Jpportmg nJ!(;nnatJOr>J Sl.lltaole tor oeta1e0 rev1ew a~o analys·s Pnor to ;re award ct a contract tesunmg trom 
thiS p•oposal the aferor srall under t~e conditWIS stated 1n ASPR 3-307.3, 00 reqmre<l to suDm1t a cettrt1cate :>f current cost {If pric1r.g data 
{see ASPR .1-807"3{e) and 3-807 4) 

2. In addition tc the specific in~orma!ion rb{l.;:red by ttns form. the offeror is cKpectec.. ·'l good faith, to inmcporate ,., aM submit with thls 
form ary additi!nal data, s~~portmg schitO~Ies, cr substanliation w~!ch are reaso1ably required for ~re conduct of an aPFropriate rBVi~Y>N and 
ana!ysis 1n the ligh! of the spectfic f;;~c!s of thiS o~ccurement For eflcc!ive nego1iations. 1t IS esse!'ilial :r.at the;e be a c~r understanding of 

a_ The exts(•:g, venflao·e da\a 
::.The )>:dgmertlfl.' factors applied in proJeC!tr;g ilO'rl k!'owr dat01 ~~ tr.; est'mate, ard 
c The co~tmgenc;es used by the offeror m his proposed c'ice 

l lr shcrt the otterors est,matmg ptoO!!ss -cse!f reeos to be c·sclosed, 

' 
3_ When attacnment of support1ng cost or PfiC·'lg data to thn tO'll) 15 1mpracl·caoie, the dat;:~ will be descr!bed \W,lh schedules as appropriate). 
ard 'l1ade available l6 tne conlrac:mg o~l\c0f or hts a:_.:ho:izeti -epresentat"ve upon request 

4 By subMtss:o" ol th•s rwopcsal the o'feror grants !o the coniract,rg on·cer or h1s authm:z;x; representalive, lhe ;,ght lo examine. for !he 
purpose ot verifying the cos! or pncn:g data st..!:rnttted. tho:;e books. :eoon::s, ;;ocuments ano olhe• supporting data wr .. ch will permit adec;;ate
evaluah:m o• s~ch cost or pNc.rg ca:a, along w-th the computations and ;Yo,~oettons used herein. 'h's right may be exerc:sed ln cor'lect:cn 
W!!:l any ne;;pt•alicns pn:Y to cc1tmct aw~rd 

(Rewme of JlF f'o'm JQ$2 AUG 713} 


